Town Commission - Regularly Scheduled Meeting
Tuesday, May 10, 2022 at 7:00 pm
1. Call to Order
2. Invocation & Pledge of Allegiance to Flag
3. Roll Call
4. Consent Agenda
a. Agenda Approval
b. Minutes of Regular Meeting on April 12, 2022
c. Minutes of Special Meeting on April 19, 2022
d. Review & Acceptance of Financial Transactions & Reports
5. Guests
a. Lena McNeer, Alachua County Library District
b. Kevin Patton, Paynes Prairie Preserve State Park
6. Citizen’s Forum
Public Comment (public comments limited to 2 minutes per speaker, please)
7. Citizen Board and Committee Reports
a. Planning & Historic Preservation Board
b. Tree Committee
8. Town Attorney Report
9. Town Administrator Report
a. Land Acquisition
b. Toxic Round-Up Results
c. Update on Jail Restoration
d. Micanopy Memorial Day Celebration
10. New Business
a. Opting into Alachua County's Domestic Violence Protections Ordinance
b. Thrasher Warehouse Board Appointment
11. Unfinished Business
12. Town Commissioner Reports
a. Commissioner (Seat 1) Judy Galloway
b. Commissioner (Seat 2) Jiana Williams
c. Commissioner (Seat 4) Troy Blakely
d. Commissioner (Seat 5) Mike Roberts
13. Mayor (Seat 3) Virginia Mance Report
14. Adjourn

PLEASE NOTE: PURSUANT TO SECTION 286.015, FLORIDA STATUTES, IF A PERSON
DECIDES TO APPEAL ANY DECISION MADE BY THE COMMISSION WITH RESPECT TO ANY
MATTER CONSIDERED DURING THIS MEETING, HE OR SHE WILL NEED TO ENSURE THAT
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A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE, WHICH RECORD INCLUDES THE
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE APPEAL IS TO BE BASED. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT, A PERSON WITH
DISABILITIES NEEDING ANY SPECIAL ACCOMODATIONS TO PARTICIPATE IN TOWN
MEETINGS SHOULD CONTACT THE TOWN ADMINISTRATOR, 706 NE CHOLOKKA BLVD.,
MICANOPY, FLORIDA 32667-0137, TELEPHONE (352) 466-3121.

Contact: Sara Owen (townhall@micanopytown.com (352) 466-3121) | Agenda published on
05/05/2022 at 7:59 PM
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Town Commission - Regularly Scheduled Meeting
Minutes
Tuesday, April 12, 2022 at 7:00 pm
1. Call to Order
Minutes:
Mayor Mance called the meeting to order at 7:02 pm.
2. Invocation & Pledge of Allegiance to Flag
3. Roll Call
Minutes:
Commissioners Attending: • Troy Blakely Present • Jiana Bradshaw, Present • Judy
Galloway, Present • Virginia Mance, Mayor, Present • Mike Roberts, Mayor Pro-Tem,
Present • Kiersten Ballou, Attorney Present • Sara Owen, Town Administrator Present
• Patty Polk, Deputy Town Clerk Present
4. Consent Agenda
Minutes:
Motion made and seconded (Williams/Roberts) to approve the consent agenda as
submitted; passed 5-0
a. Agenda Approval
b. Minutes of Canvassing Board Meeting, March 8, 2022
c. Minutes of Regular Meeting of March 8, 2022
d. Review & Acceptance of Financial Transactions & Reports
5. Guests
Minutes:
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Galloway) to amend the agenda to include Sean
Brewer under item 5b.; passed 5-0
a. Lena McNeer, Alachua County Library District
Minutes:
Lena McNeer, Micanopy Librarian, invited everyone to join them for programs in
person.
b. Sean Brewer, Candidate for Judge
Minutes:
Sean Brewer, candidate for judge, introduced himself and answered questions.
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6. Citizen’s Forum
Minutes:
Sandy Tyson, Micanopy Historical Society (MHS) Member, suggested that we take
pictures of our new commissioners and send them to the MHS for recording. Today is
tomorrows history.
Stoney Slaton, 104 NE Seminary Ave, suggested that the Town purchase a weather
system that will detect lightning and send an alarm.
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Williams) to purchase the AcuRite 01210 Wi-Fi
Indoor Outdoor Lightning Detection Weather Station; passed 5-0 Discussion ensued.
Stephen Eisenman, discussed the topic of single member district and would like more
information. Mayor Mance stated that this topic will be on the ballot this year.
Stephen is also concerned about the internet service in Micanopy and recommended
a meeting to discuss this topic. Mayor Mance stated that this topic is on this agenda.
7. Citizen Board and Committee Reports
a. Planning & Historic Preservation Board
Minutes:
Chair Warren gave a verbal report. The shed next door was discussed. The jail
will need an engineer before we move forward. Citizens interrupted the report to
discuss the jail. Mayor Mance explained that we are following a process to
determine how to restore the jail and we have no intention of tearing it down.
b. Tree Committee
Minutes:
Paul Cohen gave a verbal report. They held an Arbor Day Celebration on March
18, 2022 planting a tree at Micanopy Academy. Paul questioned if Micanopy has
a procedure to designate our heritage trees. Attorney Ballou researched our
Land Development Code (LDC) and we do not have a process for designating
heritage trees. Paul discussed our Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) with
Duke Energy and the recent tree trimming process performed by Duke Energy,
and they will bring this topic to the next commission meeting.
8. Town Attorney Report
a. First Reading of Ordinance Number 2022-01, Amending the
Comprehensive Plan
Minutes:
Attorney Ballou read Ordinance2022-01 on short title. Mayor Mance explained
that this Ordinance is an update to our comprehensive plan and is mandated by
the State of Florida. We understand that the maps need to be updated and this
will be done at a later date.
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Blakely) to approve Ordinance 2022-01 on
first reading; passed 5-0
9. Town Administrator Report
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a. Update on Survey Estimates for the Beulah Franklin Park and Gazebo
Property
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented 3 survey estimates for the gazebo property that
has been offered to us by the Friends of the Library as a donation.
Motion made and seconded (Galloway/Roberts) to proceed with Administrator
Owen's recommendation of George F. Young's survey estimate, as they have
the most experience working with the town; passed 5-0 The title search will be
provided by our Town Attorney.
b. Workshop or Special Meeting Request to Discuss Projects Resulting from
Proposed Alachua County 1% Infrastructure Surtax
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented Alachua County is proposing a 1% surtax for Wild
Spaces Public Places (WSPP) and infrastructure; 1/2 % for WSPP and 1/2% for
infrastructure. Alachua County has settled an agreement with Concept
Development(Dollar General project) to purchase the properties for $800,000
and they would like the Town to put in $200,000, the property would be ours
and annexed into the town; this would be 25% of the purchase price. We have
$157,260 in our Wild Spaces Public Places (WSPP) fund and this money can be
used to purchase this property. We will need a special called meeting to discuss
this topic. Special meeting called for April 19, 2022 - 10:00 am.
c. Completion of Scheduled Maintenance by Duke Energy
Minutes:
Administrator Owen reported that Duke Energy's crew trimmed the trees near
the power lines, completing scheduled maintenance, March 28 - 30, 2022. The
Vegetation Management Plan (VMP) was followed, and an Arborist was on duty
the whole time. The only issue reported was the special door tags, called for in
our VMP, were not placed on the doors and will be discuss this next time.
d. Roof Replacement at the Micanopy Native American Heritage Preserve
Minutes:
Administrator Owen stated that Bid D Roofing's quote was chosen to replace the
roof at the Micanopy Native American Heritage Preserve (MNAHP), Big D Roofing
has not responded to our request to re-address the quote as material prices
have increased this year. Will you consider another vendor?
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Galloway) to choose Cantley Roofing's
estimate of $8,900 adding 10% to the estimate if required, using 26 gauge steel;
passed 5-0
e. Ballfield Lighting Repair at the Recreational Complex
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented estimates from All Florida Electric to update the
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ballfield lights to LED which include engineered drawings; $70,000 per field. An
alternative would be $2000 per field to replace/repair the current lights which
does not include ballasts and bulbs. Discussion ensued.
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Galloway) to approve up to $8000 to have
the lights repaired; passed 5-0
f. Update of Rural Infrastructure Broadband Initiative
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented the broadband initiative, we applied for a CDBGCV grant requesting 3 million dollars which we're not sure we will receive and
she is a member of the task force. She is confident that we will get this by 2023
to have access. We have a speed test on our website, she encourages everyone
to do the test on their home computers and not on your cellular service. The
data points will accumulate and show on the report; we need everyone to
participate.
g. Proposed Subscription to Municode for Hosting and Codification of
Micanopy's Code of Ordinances
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented and recommends the $395 per year plan, not to
exceed $2000 to have our Code of Ordinances hosted by Municode.
Motion made and seconded (Williams/Galloway) to approve Municode hosting,
not to exceed $2000; passed 5-0
h. Update Martin Luther King Jr. Prayer Breakfast Scholarship
Minutes:
Administrator Owen gave a report on the Prayer Breakfast on April 1, 2022. It
was a wonderful event with a scholarship given to a very worthy student.
i. Fire Truck Repairs
Minutes:
Chief Modican presented the need to repair our backup firetruck which has seal
and gasket leaks with the majority of cost from labor. Discussion ensued.
Motion made and seconded (Blakely/Galloway) Pursuant to a previous motion
allotting $14000 to repair two trucks, we are now amending that motion, slotting
that preapproved $14000, to repair the backup apparatus, the total for the
repairs is $20203 for one truck; passed 5-0
10. New Business
a. Application Approval for Planning & Historic Preservation Board Vacancy
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented the need to fill a position on our Planning &
Historic Preservation Board (P&HPB) and we have one application, Sandy Tyson.
Discussion ensued.
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Motion made and seconded (Blakely/Williams) to appoint Sandy Tyson to our
Planning & Historic Preservation Board; passed 5-0
b. Verbatim Minutes
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented Zeek Parker's offer to transcribe town
commission minutes verbatim. Town staff will provide action minutes to avoid
conflict. Much discussion ensued.
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Galloway) to employ Zeek Parker as a 1099
contractor to transcribe our Town Commission minutes verbatim and possibly
our Planning & Historic Preservation Board (P&HPB) in the future; passed 5-0
Administrator Owen to determine if we need Mr. Parker to transcribe special
called minutes and/or P&HP minutes.
11. Unfinished Business
a. Approval of Proposed Agreement with Micanopy Babe Ruth League
Minutes:
Administrator Owen presented that she was tasked with meeting with Mayor
Mance and Bishop Stokes regarding the Micanopy Athletic Association Babe Ruth
Association. Mayor Mance went over the changes to the contract. Commission
Blakely is concerned with section 4
Motion made and seconded (Blakely/Roberts) to stay with the old fashioned way
of everyone paying their own bills, and that we not sponsor any particular
group; Above motion withdrawn (Blakely/Roberts)
Much discussion ensued. Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Blakely) to wipe
away the previous bill for last year's electricity to irradiate the bill; passed 5-0
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Blakley) to remove the red in section 4 and
approve the contract; Amend above motion and seconded (Roberts/Blakely) to
include finding out how much the lights cost; passed 4-1 (Williams opposed)
Motion and seconded (Roberts/Blakely) to sponsor $1000 towards electricity at
the ballpark; passed 5-0
b. Fence Placement at Carson Roberts Sports Complex - Tabled until next
month.
12. Town Commissioner Reports
a. Commissioner (Seat 1) Judy Galloway
b. Commissioner (Seat 2) Jiana Galloway Williams
c. Commissioner (Seat 4) Troy Blakely
d. Commissioner (Seat 5) Mike Roberts
13. Mayor (Seat 3) Ginny Mance Report
14. Adjourn
Minutes:
Mayor Mance adjourned the meeting at 10:58 pm

PLEASE NOTE: PURSUANT TO SECTION 286.015, FLORIDA STATUTES, IF A PERSON
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DECIDES TO APPEAL ANY DECISION MADE BY THE COMMISSION WITH RESPECT TO ANY
MATTER CONSIDERED DURING THIS MEETING, HE OR SHE WILL NEED TO ENSURE THAT
A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE, WHICH RECORD INCLUDES THE
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE APPEAL IS TO BE BASED. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT, A PERSON WITH
DISABILITIES NEEDING ANY SPECIAL ACCOMODATIONS TO PARTICIPATE IN TOWN
MEETINGS SHOULD CONTACT THE TOWN ADMINISTRATOR, 706 NE CHOLOKKA BLVD.,
MICANOPY, FLORIDA 32667-0137, TELEPHONE (352) 466-3121.

Contact: Sara Owen (townhall@micanopytown.com (352) 466-3121)
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Legend:
- Indicates cutoff.
Italics: Indicates abbreviation.
(Unintelligble): Indicates patchy recording, slurred speech, etc. Anything that results in the
transcriptionist being unable to properly transcribe what was said.
Bold. Indicates items on meeting schedule.
Bold italics, indicates subitems on bolded items.
Call To Order
Mayor Virginia Mance (Abbreviated MVM): I now call to order. The town commission meeting
regularly scheduled town of Micanopy, Florida welcome all for Tuesday, April 12 2022 at
7:02pm. Would all please stand for an invocation? Is there anyone that we have with us here
this evening that would like to offer an invocation Mr. Eisenman, would you like to do that?
Thank you.
Invocation And Pledge Of Allegiance To The Flag
Mr. Eisenman (Abbreviated ME) I would like to suggest that all those who believe in a deity,
whether it be Hebrew, God, or Christ, for all are any other really stated please, to take the time
to consult their souls, their consciences and to offer prayers that we have a successful meeting.
And then I'd further like to suggest that those of us who don't believe in any God but who hold
as I’m sure all of us do, deeply held ethical convictions, to please to consult their souls, their
consciences to be sure that we try to make sure we keep this meeting on a high plane and have
a good successful meeting. So I'll stop and let people make prayers and they wish to do so.

MVM: A moment of silence.
A moment of silence passes.
MVM: Thank you. Pledge of Allegiance.
Pledge is made, omitted from transcript.
Roll Call
MVM: Please be seated. Roll call please.
Patty: Mayor Virgiania Mance.
MVM: Here.
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Patty: Commissioner Roberts.
Commissioner Roberts (abbreviated CR:) Here.
Patty: Commissioner Williams.
Commissioner Williams (abbreviated CW): Here.
Patty: Commissioner Galloway.
Commissioner Galloway (Abbreviated CG): Here.
Patty: Commissioner Blakely.
Commissioner Blakely (abbreviated CW): Here.
Consent Agenda
Agenda Approval, Minutes Of Canvassing Board Meeting, March 8 2022. Minutes Of
Regular Meeting, March 8, 2022, Review And Acceptance Of Financial Transactions &
Reports
MVM: Thank you, commissioners. We have before us a consent agenda. It consists of our
agenda approval, minutes of the canvassing board meeting from our election, March 8 2022,
minutes of our regular meeting of the same night, March 8 2022. And the review and
acceptance of our financial transactions and reports. Do I have a motion?
CW: Motion.
CR: Seconded.
MVM: I have a motion by Commissioner Williams to accept the consent agenda and a second
by Commissioner Robertson. Is there any discussion? Any edits that anyone sees? Hearing
none. All in favor say aye.
All say aye.
MVM: All opposed nay? Hearing none motion passes five zero. We have a guest this evening
who is with us every - Lena Are you here? There you are. Hi! Lena McNair. She is Alachua
County Library District. She is our librarian.
Guests
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Lena McNeer
Lena McNeer: Yes and I'm here to invite you to join us once again for in person programming at
the library. We've taken, you know a two year break because it's a pandemic and we are back to
having our weekly programs. Tomorrow bill will be hosting an upcycled candlemaking program.
So please come and join us we would love to see you. I've added some calendars to next to the
agenda for you to look and see what we're doing in April. Thank you.
MVM: Thank you, Lena. Yes.
Sarah: Madame Mayor, if I may interrupt. I would like to add that we had a last minute addition
to item. Sean Bruer, he’s a candidate for circuit judge and he would like to present, or he would
like to introduce himself here (unintelligible.)
Added Guest: Sean Bruer
MVM: Thank you. We will add that under guests. Do I have a motion to amend the agenda as
such.
CR Before speaking is completed: (Unintelligible.)
MVM: Thank you, Commissioner Roberts. Do I hear a second?
CG: Second.
MVM: Thank you, Commissioner Galloway. And we now have that amended as guests be
Thank you, Mr. Brewer. floor. Thank you for being here.
Sean Bruer (abbreviated SB): Thank you. I just wanted to briefly introduce myself. My name
isSean Bruer. I'm a candidate for circuit court judge. I have been an attorney in this area for 24
years. I started working in Ocala with Brad King back in 1998. I came up to Gainesville in 1989,
where I met my wife in 1991, who was from Gainesville. So that's why we stayed in Gainesville,
close to her family and we've raised my three boys. I have a 19 year old, a 17 year old, and a 14
year old. So after working in Ocala for four years, as we had our first child I moved into the
Eighth Circuit, I worked in Bronson levy County for most of 2002 through most of 2004 and the
focus of my career has been crimes against women and children. That's what I did in Ocala,
that's what I did in Levy County. And as we have our second child, I moved into the Alachua
county office. And that's the Division I moved into, crimes against women and children. After a
couple of years, I became a felony division chief, then I became the Division Chief of the crimes
against women and children unit. I did that for a decade. And then, about two and a half years
ago, I moved to major gun crimes to kind of help in that area. And I was a supervisor of that unit
for two and a half years. So I've handled just about every kind of serious case that we have,
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robbery, burglary, multiple murder cases. I've tried multiple murder cases, in Gainesville and
Levy County. That's just kind of been what my career has been. As I said, I have three boys,
one's at University of Florida, one’s at Beholds high school, one at Lincoln Middle School, he'll
be in high school next year. So the way I've given back to the community has been to be a
coach, and for teams that my kids have been on and from starting from like three year old
YMCA, on up through middle school, I've coached about 125 different teams, in the community
in Alachua. The city of Alachua, Gainesville, Newberry, those areas. I might even Coach Soccer
right down the road here at one of these parks. So that's how I gave back to the community. My
wife is a teacher in Alachua. County, she's been one since 1996. She works for Alachua County
School Board, she's a title one teacher, helping kids get up to grade level with reading. So it's
kind of my history. And I think I've just come to a point in my career where I felt that both my
professional history and my personal life has come to the point where I can be an asset to the
bench. So I'll be here for the whole meeting. I'll be here after payment has any questions, please
feel free to ask. Thank you so much for allowing me to speak.
MVM: Well, thank you very much for being here. May I ask would you be interested if anyone
had any questions for you this evening?
SB: Sure, absolutely.
MVM: Commission or anyone here? Do you have any questions for Judge Bruer? Anything
you'd like to ask him about how he feels about certain things? Okay. Well,
CR: Yes Mayor, I have a question.
MVM: Yes commissioner Roberts.
SB: Yes, sir.
CR: Sir how do feel about the recent legislation about the ghost guns, I know you (unintelligible.)
SB: I'm sorry, I didn't hear the full question?
CR: The recent legislation given the recent passing of president Biden on the ghost guns. How
do you feel about that?
SB: Okay. Two things. I'm not a judge yet. So I just want to make that clear. I’m a judicial
candidate.
CR: As an individual.
SB: As a judicial candidate, unfortunately, we're not allowed to talk about much. We're not
allowed to talk about how we feel about issues. We're very different from every other candidate.
There are strict rules that could kick me out of the race, if I did. It's a nonpartisan race.
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CR: I hadn’t thought about that.
SB: It's not your fault at all. It's perfectly normal. And for every other candidate, we would but I
can't talk about legislation or things that could potentially come. For me, I'm just not allowed,
unfortunately. Unfortunately, the only thing I'm allowed to talk about is my qualifications, that’s it,
sorry.
MVM: Well, we really appreciate you being here.
SB: Thank you I really appreciate it.
MVM: Thank you. And the best of, of luck with your with your candidacy.
SB: Thank you.
Citizen’s Forum
MVM: Okay, thank you. In that case, we will then move on to our citizen’s forum. And we are
limited to two minutes per speaker. Now, it is not a requirement by law as we were informed by
our attorney, but it would be appreciated. If you would please, to mention your name, just for our
minutes, for clarity in the minutes. If you wish not to that, that's your option. But we would
appreciate it if you could. So what I would like to do is just ask anyone that has something they
would like to speak on, please raise your hands. Sandy.
Sandy Tyson (abbreviated ST:) Sandy Tyson. I am a member of Micanopy Historical Society.
And in that capacity, somebody gave me a directory of the town of Micanopy, I think the Baptist
Church must have put it out, had pictures of a lot of people in it. And the first picture was the
town with a picture of the commission, and it had their names and gave a little history of the
town. I think that we should start taking pictures every time we get a new election and get new
people and identify, send it to the historical to the archives, whether it's a digital form or printed
form. So, because remember, today is tomorrow's history. And I think that would be good.
MVM: I think that I think that is a very interesting idea. And it is so it is something that's good to
record I think and wasn't aware. Is that the pictures that you made copies of?
ST: Yeah, I made (unintelligible).
MVM: Commissioner Roberts, do you have one there? Would you mind just holding it up? She,
she brought a couple of copies this evening.
CR: Well, here’s me in the younger days, better looking days. Very thoughtful.
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MVM: So it was also residents of the town?
ST: Individuals, names and address, telephone numbers.
MVM: Oh, okay. And what you're saying is when we have an election, we should record our
commission.
ST: Yes.
MVM: Well, I think that's a lovely idea. And I'm not sure that that would require a resolution or or,
or anything like that. What do you think?
Kyrsten: I think just a consensus vote, will be fine for that.
Well, okay. Then I would like to know amongst the commission, if you like the idea, then say
aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: And if you don't like the idea, say nay. Hearing none, I think the consensus is that we'd
like to do that.
CR: Madam Mayor
MVM: Yes Commissioner Roberts.
CR: I would like to say one thing. Just recently we had two Commissioner or the mayors have
retired and Mr. Parker's here, I think it would be when we next meet we'd have all the former
mayor, former commission come up here to sit in the seat, you can take a picture of them.
Because the archive.
MVM: Interestingly enough, we have a beautiful photo of the five of us when Joe was presented
with a plaque at his last meeting.
CR: I didn’t think about that.
MVM: And that would I think that would be a great photo for the outgoing commission of this last
year. And maybe at our next meeting, we can get that photo. Would you make a note of that?
And so will I.
CR: if I have to take a picture now we may as well have one because somebody can die
between now and the next meeting next month. (Best guess, hard to make out.)
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MVM: Oh, Lord. Okay. Well,
CR: If somebody has a camera we can take a picture that’d be a good thing.
MVM: Sarah, do you have your cell phone?
Sarah: I do.
MVM: Good. Would you all like to stand up and take a picture?
CG: Okay.
MVM: Okay, let's do it. I thinkCR interrupting: Nobody's promised tomorrow.
MVM: Why don't we just push the chairs back? It's Micanopy we can be informal. And, and just
scooch in a little bit. So she can get us all in at the same time. And everybody say 2022.
Everyone says 2022.
MVM: Thank you. Okay. It's it's a record. Thank you, Sandy. Great idea. I'm glad you noticed
that in the in the archives. We'll start, we'll read. We'll start the tradition again. That's great.
Again, if anybody interested in speaking, have we got enough chairs?
Mutters of no, someone offers chairs from the back.
MVM: Oh, we've got extras? Great. Well, we'll let y'all take care of that. Let's see, Stoney, I'll get
you next.
Stony Slate (Abbreviated Slate): Good evening unintelligible. Weekend before last I just want to
speak to to a matter that arose here in town a couple weekends ago and unintelligible will
resolve it in three points. A few weekends ago, my daughter and my wife were down at the
ballpark enjoying the ball games, the storms were rising. Typically, from what I understand the
umpire is in charge of calling the game if there's bad weather in the area. I contacted my wife
when I started to hear lightning and asked me if you're on the way back she said No, they
haven't called the game yet. Me being a professional that deals with theme parks and things like
that. I'm in tune with lightning detection systems, I went down to the ballpark and could not
visibly see where there is a lightning detection system. And I can tell you that for less than $200
on Amazon. And I've emailed details to the town staff just briefly when we go to town to procure
a weather station with lightning protection to be utilized at the ballpark to keep the kids safe.
And that way a umpire does not ultimately have to make the calll of whether or not to call a
game and have that have that on their shoulders where it'd be done by a device safely and
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accurately. So my suggestion is that the town make a motion tonight to spend no more than
$200 on a accu-rite weather detection system that does lightning detection. So they could
alleviate any future challenges with lightning strikes and our kids enjoying the ballpark during
inclement weather. And that's about it. Do you have any questions?
MVM: Thank you. Well, I would like to ask our attorney actually, at this juncture. Since you
brought up and I think this is certainly a valid discussion topic. There are various methods of
being informed about weather, I know that there, and I'm just going to offer this, there is on The
Weather Channel app, which I have on my phone. If there's a lightning strike within 10 miles of
where I am, I get a notification. But a lightning detection system is certainly more statically.
geographic and has its own detection systems. With regard to something like this, and safety at
the ballpark, since we do live in a very high lightning strike area. Is this something that you see
in other municipalities that, are they employing devices for lightning detection, what level of
lightning detection is recommended or required that you've seen?
Kyrsten: So I've not seen specific lightning detection devices, although I do have to say that a lot
of that kind of goes on behind the scenes in a lot of our other cities, their purchasing policies are
very high. And so a lot of the time, it's not something that comes to the commission, something
that just sort of rolls through and we don't get to see, I can certainly ask about what kind of
systems that they have, if that's something that you'd be interested in looking into. But I don't
have any information on that.
MVM: Okay.
Kyrsten: Certainly, as far as liability, I don't think that there are any statutory requirements for
lightning detection. Although, I will say that as the attorney, the more protection we have, the
better I will feel.
MVM: Okay. Thank you very much. Commissioner Roberts?
CR: I think what Stony’s alluding to. If we put this this kind of system down there, it takes calling
the game out of Umpires hand and puts into that tech context. That buzzer goes off, games
stop. And it doesn't rely on whether umpire thinks it's in his best interest. If the buzzer goes off.
That’s it, the game's called, I think it's a worthwhile thing. To be able to make it emotional,
uninvolved with that.
MVM: Okay, and you've, you're in possession of the email from Stony with the, what is the cost
of the unit?
Sarah: Like he said it's less than $200.
MVM: Less than 200? Okay.
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Sarah: Can we work with the Micanopy athletic or the Micanopy Babe Ruth Association? I
assume that they will be in charge of that, calling that when those are ballgames right.
MVM: Well, I guess if there's a general alarm that goes off.
Sarah: Yes.
MVM: That would be the reps would have to call the game right, then. According to what Mike
has said. And I think Stony was confirming that that is the way the system works.
Stony: Yes, these types of systems I've been integrating with for more than a decad, life safety
systems, not only theme parks, but also large stadiums and private schools and things like that.
Where they are widely used, it does take the reliability out of anybody. As far as monitoring, it
will physically alert you.
CB: It’s installed physically?
Stony: It’s installed physically.
CB: With a battery or electric?
Stony: Plugged in.
MVM: Plugged in, soStony: And I believe it does have a battery backup built into it as well.
MVM: Right. What I'd like to ask for then is: Do I have a motion?
CR: unintelligible.
MVM: A motion by Commissioner Roberts to purchase the system as recommended. Do I have
a second?
CW: Second.
MVM: I have a second from Commissioner Williams. My only question is would we be required
with this purchase level? Under 200? To get other perspective? Well, then fine. We won't we
won't have anything in the motion.
Stony: I’ll even install for it if you want me to.
MVM: Thank you Stony. What did you say commissioner Roberts?
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CR: Miss Owens made a point about who would be in charge. That seems to be that should go
underneath the guy that's on the town of Micanopy. If you're using the ballpark and that alarm
goes off you stop whatever you're doing, you leave. It shouldn't be underneath the Babe Ruth or
the guys that are doing any of that. It should be the town of Micanopy that makes that decision.
MVM: We have the list of rules.
CR: Can we add to the rules?
MVM: So that would be added to the list of rules and whoever is using the park, including just
people in the, you know, in the playground area, would be upon, it would be the onus upon them
to hear the signal and understand from the rules list. So we would have to add it to that which is
publicly posted in certain areas.
Sarah: Okay, so I think we've discussed previously we probably need to look at our ordinances
in regards to policies and procedures at the ballpark.
MVM: Mhm.
Sarah: So we're going to include a weather station that that means we need toMVM: and then that would have to be added. Great. So we can slate that for our next meeting.
And in the meantime, we can go ahead and procure and have it. Have it ready to be installed,
and I will leave that process up to you.
Sarah: Okay.
MVM: Great. Thank you. Well, I don't know if I took the vote. I'm sorry.
CR: No you didn’t.
MVM: Yes.
Tim Parker (abbreviated TP): Discussion?
MVM: Yes. Any, thank you, Commissioner Parker.
TP: Parker, 119. Ne Evans court. What happens if it doesn't work? Whose the liable person
then?
MVM: that's why I was asking our attorney.
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TP: Because a direct strike on the unit or in that area? You don't have time to leave.
MVM: Right.
TP: So is the town liable, is my question.
MVM: This building itself has lightning arresters on it, and has been struck twice. That's last
count, I believe.
CR: (Unintelligible)
MVM: Lightning is an undeterminable.
CG: It’s an act of God.
MVM: And act of God. Yes, Commissioner. And I think that you said that there's no real legal
precedent that you have seen that requires us to so having it as an augmentation, and hopeful,
hopefully offering the safety that it can offer, plus.
Kyrsten: There will be no action that you can take, which will prevent you from being sued.
MVM: Yeah. This is true, too. Yes, that's true too. Yes, Chris?
Chris: I just walked in. So I'm not really sure what the conversation is, as it relates toMVM: A lightning detection system for the recreation field for anyone that may be using the
park, whether it be a team, or whether it be just playground, or whatever, in case there's
lightning detected by the unit, an alarm goes off, everyone hears it. And by order of the rules of
the town of Micanopy, they will then exit the park and seek safety.
Chris: So and that's great. And thank you, but by requirement with Babe Ruth and just a whole
kind of common sense factor is that with bad weather, the games automatically, it they're called
off regarding if it's raining, the games are called off. So if it's thunder, the games are called off.
MVM: There was a, there was a report, if I may, that it was a couple of weeks ago that there
were games being held, and there was a storm and the parents were concerned and the game
had not been called off as yet. They were waiting for the refs to make a decision on it. And the
ref had not made the decision. So the question was, would it be a good idea to have a system
like this? If it goes off, you know you have a problem. And you don't have to worry about
stopping the game. Without true danger
Chris: Tonight is the first time that I've heard that. And I will go back and address that because
that is not the
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Stony: (Unintelligible)
Chris: Yeah.
Stony: My family was there. At the game and that’s why I brought this up.
Chris: Okay. And so and yeah, because had I Yeah, so itCB: It was raining. Thundering and lightning, and they were held out and they were waiting, in
line.
Several speakers talk over each other, words are unintelligible.
MVM: If you two don’t mind directing it up here. I know you're sitting next to each other. And it's
not very logical.
Chris and Stony talk over each other, words are unintelligible.
Chris: I definitely, I will look into that, because that's not theMVM: Wonderful, I appreciate it. But in the meantime, we'll make this plan and then hope
hopefully, we'll have even better safety. Did you have something to add Chief (Chris)?
Chris: Just in general, so I can definitely appreciate the lightning protector system going out. But
in the meantime, isn't… Is there a representative from the town or from Babe Ruth That's always
there at the park.
CB: Yes.
Chris: Okay, so with that being said, I can give you a lightning detection app that will allow you,
have that person download that app.
MVM: Well, actually chief this would be for either teams that happened to be there or just a
parent that has a child that wants to go on the slide.
Chris: Right yes ma’am.
MVM: That wouldn't have necessarily gotten has an app or something like.
Chris: Yes ma’am I’m just talking about in the meantime until we get that, that detection system
to cover the Babe Ruth.
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MVM: The Weather Channel app. It's free.
Chris: Just download the app andMVM: Yeah.
Chris: Go off of that.
MVM: It gives you push notifications.
Chris: Yes, ma'am. It didn't did most of the time in that did a lot of sites, a lot of site safety stuff
over the last couple years. Most of the time, it wasn't so much as a cancellation of the game as
it was a weather delay. So you pick a time whether it's 30 minutes after it goes off within 30
minutes. If it doesn't go off then we can resume if it goes off again and 20 minutes we start
another 30 minutes and it keeps you from having, you can still play that game. It's just on a
weather delay. Just a word.
MVM: Would you make a note of that time schedule, so that it can be included in the rules? That
it's a 30 minute sequence. And if it goes off again, the 30 minutes of delay and seeking shelter,
resume - starts again.
Sarah: Okay. So just for clarification, okay.
MVM: Did I get that right?
Chris: Yes ma’am.
CR: Madam mayor?
MVM: Yes commissioner Roberts?
CR: Something you need to think about is if you have people that actually come to the ballpark
and rent the ballpark for birthday events, they’re not gonna be a part of Babe Ruth so they're not
gonna understand what the Babe Ruth rules are. So we've been asking about having that, that
alarm that goes off. When they get their documents and they rent the ballpark, it says in the
document, if the alarm goes off you need to stop what you’re doing and leave. At least there'll
be aware of it, of that sort of thing?
MVM: Yes, I think it's a good idea.
CW: Madam Mayor?
MVM: Yes, Commissioner Williams?
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CW: So to what Commissioner Roberts was saying is that to say that there will be something
that they have to sign acknowledging that they were aware that we now have on record when
they come?
CR: No, no, madam Mayor. I think what, if somebody comes out to the ballpark and they want to
have a birthday party in the town of Micanopy. Same goes for Macintosh if I want to rent the
Micanopy ballpark for a day. Because we rent the ballpark. And he lets us know that he's
coming to the ballpark and rents it. He signs a document, they need to follow our bylaws, they
can rent for the space, you know like a birthday party. They come and they sign a document,
and in that document is a listing about a weather precaution with lightning arrestors, or a
lightning storm. If a lightning storm comes up, they know that they need to leave that area.
CW: So…
MVM: for 30 minutes, and then if if it doesn't occur again, then they come back in 30 minutes
and resume play. If another one occurs, that 30 minutes starts again, because you have to have
30 minutes clear before it's safe for everybody to come back. The rules of the town are posted
in the park. And this is going to be added to those rules so that people will understand that the
rule exists.
Sarah: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Yes?
Sarah: Would it be fair to just let people know that we, for their protection we have a lightning
detector? Unfortunately, we can't make people adhere toMVM: It’s the advisement.
Sarah: Yes.
CR: Yes.
Sarah: So we can only advise andMVM: Correct
Sarah: You can put that in as just an added safety measure.
MVM: Yes.
Sarah: In all fairness there are a lot of trees and for their protection. And so when we review
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when we look at all of this when we review the ordinance?
MVM: When we review it, yes, absolutely. We will. In that case, is there any other comment on
this? And seeing none, I would like to call the vote. All in favor, please say Aye.
Unanimous Aye.
MVM: All opposed nay? Hearing none motion passes five zero. I want to thank you Stony for
bringing that up and sending the information to Miss Owen. Thank you very much.
Stony: Thank you very much for the opportunity.
MVM: Okay, moving on Mr. Eisenman.
Steven Sisenman (abbreviated SE): Steven Eisenman, two issues. One I just wanted to let the
Crushers in the town know that at the last commission meeting I attended. There was a
gentleman I think from Newbury, speaking about the proposed changes to the organization of
the Alachua County book Board of Commissioners. And he didn't mention that the plan was to
remove the at large organization of those brochures, and to make them instead, I guess, located
within each section of town.
MVM: Single member district.
SE: And the effect of that, of course, would have been to dilute the power of the Democratic
elected representatives and create Republican held districts. So it was a strongly, strongly
partisan thing is being pushed by the state legislator, there had been a vote just a few years ago
by Alachua county itself, to deny that change. So this gentleman who made the presentation
was not representing that as well. So it was a highly partisan and contentious issue. And I would
have liked the commissioners to have made it clear, either through work much as somebody
else to speak to that so that the residents of the town wouldn't have been given the impression
that this is a general good government issue. Whereas in fact, this is a very strongly partisan
issue.
MVM: Let me, let me bring a little clarity to what you're saying. And I appreciate what you're
saying, because there's always two sides to every issue. And this is something that they're
wanting to put on a ballot so that they can truly get the opinion of the entire county on it. And the
ballot language would not be what you were hearing from that gentleman. It would be written
from a non-partisan perspective. However, single member districts are the standard in the state
of Florida. And it was the Alachua County's decision a few years ago, as you said, to move
away from that and to create at large elections. So Alachua County is one of the few counties in
the state that has at large elections.
SE: Actually if I may correct you, in another Sarasota County, within County that’s Sarasota’s in,
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they're trying to move to a at-large district in order to in order to dilute the power of the
Democrats there. So they're trying to change from what Alachua County has to start to go the
opposite direction. (Unintelligible.)
MVM: And you know, it all depends on-

SE: On what the partisan makeup is.
MVM: Yes, it does.
SE: I just wanna highlight that this is a strongly Republican state initiative.
MVM: Yes it is.
SE: Those of us who may feel differently, who may vote Democratic. Of course the town of
Micanopy is about a little more than half, more than half democratic registered, people should
know that if they're asked to vote for this, that they'll be voting for something that would be
supportive of the Republican initiative and not the democratic.
MVM: Mr. Eisenman. The other thing I wanted to say is that I was talking to Mary Helen
Wheeler, just last week at the breakfast. And she was offering to come to one of our commission
meetings and present the other side of at-large. And I invited her to do so. She isn't here this
evening yet, but I speak to her regularly and she will probably be here because she wants to go
around and speak to all the Commissions in the municipalities so that everyone understands
both sides. And we're all about that. We want both sides of everything to be put on the table.
That's what voting is about.
SE: Yes that’s exactly what I hoped to hear and I appreiciate - you’re doing exactly what I hoped
for.
MVM: And thank you for bringing it up.
SE: I had a second issue. I'll be very brief about it. And that is that there is an issue that the
town has been concerned about for many years. And because we have two new commissioners
on it, and on people who care about their intellectual, Tim Parker who cares about this issue as
well. But that is about internet service in town.
MVM: Oh yeah.
SE: I know it’s been an ongoing issue, I just want to ask the commissioners to schedule an
informational meeting about it, to really get something going to either push the county people or
to make a town wide system, whatever it takes, because we need to move on as quickly as
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research has to be done this, but should be done as quickly as possible.
MVM: Well, as a matter of fact, that's on tonight's agenda.
SE: Great.
MVM: And we have actually two possibilities, which I find very exciting. But we'll talk about it
later.
SE: Well thank you very much (unintelligible)
MVM: It's item number f under nine town administrator report. And we've already applied for a
CDBG grant, I'm gonna give you a little preview.
SE: Alright.
MVM: A CDBG grant that will allow the town to take the reins. But state of Florida has come up
with another program. And we are in that too. So we're trying to wait and see which one comes
up and which one looks the best for us. But yes, we're all about that. And I'm glad to hear that
you want it.
SE: I’m glad to hear, you’ve addressed both my issues very well. Well, I appreciate it. Thank
you.
MVM: Well, thank you. Is there anyone else that would like to say something tonight? Seeing
none, we will move on. Thank you very much for participating. And sometimes citizens forum
can really come up with some fantastic conversations. Let's move on to our citizen board and
committee reports planning at Historic Preservation board fro?
Citizen Board And Committee Reports
Planning & Historic Preservation Board
Fro: I’m here to report from the regular scheduled meeting that was held on March 22. Sorry, did
not provide a summary but town staff has great draft of what happened at that meeting.
MVM:
That's right. Thank you.
Fro: And citizen forum. Of course, we discussed the clean up. And in fact Dollar General is not
coming to town. The Shed, which is the certificate of appropriateness, it was not granted or
asked for, is in mailing back and forth, I believe, certified letters. We did approve the
comprehensive plan, of course and send it to this board. We discussed the jail, until an engineer
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gets involved with the jail. Well guys, there's just no knowing whether it's worth saving or not.
MVM: Correct.
Fro: So someone’s going to get involved eventually I’m sure.
MVM: Thank you.
Fro: And that was it. We had a very short meeting. And we just wanted to make sure the
comprehensive plan got dealt with. So that's what we did. Any questions?
MVM: Wonderful.
Fro: All right. Thank you.
MVM: I believe Mr. Eisenman does.
SE: Just one thing, the jail. Any structure can be preserved. It may take money, but that's a very
significant historical structure in town. And it absolutely positively has to be preserved. I mean, it
would be, it would be an affront to all those who have suffered through incarceration over
generations. And those who want to honor the memory of that, to have it destroyed. So I
recognize that it has to be evaluated, and it should be evaluated. But I think many of us feel
(unintelligible) objective.
CG: What does he say regarding mental health? (Inappropriate aside, does not relate to topic at
hand.)
Fro: Okay, well, in our land development code, we have a checklist. A checklist is very specific.
And it's that you fill that structure failed. Eight points that was in the negative, four points that
may have been in the positive and eight or nine, we just call them zero. So according to our own
checklist, it's in the LDC, that building is notSE: Well, I would just
MVM: Mr Eisenman?
Many speak at once, unintelligible.
MVM: If you both would use me as a funnel.
SE: I would just suggest the head of the historic board, go back to the checklist, and see
whether they could review that again, because it is a clearly highly significant structure. And
whatever changes it’s undergone over the years, or whatever it may take to restore it. It is very
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significant to this town, and I just think it ought to be protected.
MVM: Thank you for the comment. Yes.
TP: Tim Parker. 119 NE Evans Ct. Is that good?
MVM: Thank you. Yes.
TP: Okay I just would propose that if you want to save the old jail then put up the money and do
it, it's not something that the town, if we've already determined that it's not salvageable should
spend money on.
MVM: Okay, thank you.
TP: If it’s a historical deal, let the people do it.
MVM: Valid opinion, and typically, the Historic Preservation Trust moves in on some of these
historic buildings. And that all is, you know, that's up in the air. And when you're moving into
something like this, the initial thing is to determine what, what you think the pathway should be,
and then you move towards it. And if you're stopped, you have a good reason to be stopped.
Chris?
Chris: So I just the question, how do we how, three months ago, the conversation was about
protecting it and keeping it as is.
MVM: And I was just gonna discuss that.
Chris: As a historical monument to a discussion about tearing it down.
MVM: Yes. And I was just going to address that. Thanks for bringing it up. Chris. If I may, when
we first started this conversation, we had received recommendations from the state of Florida.
And we talked about those. About what you should not do to a building of that age. And was
requesting us to please, What was the department that that came from? Do you remember Miss
Owen?
Sarah: The Department, the bureau of historic preservation.
MVM: Thank you. Okay. I just didn't want to quote it wrong. But it recommended to us things we
should not do in the meantime, to try to make it look better, because we could make a really bad
mistake. And secondarily recommended us to get a historical, an engineer that specializes in
historical buildings that are apparently degraded, to ascertain whether the building could be
correctly, professionally renovated. Just a determination, not a decision, that information would
then come back to either the planning board or the Commission as appropriately directed
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according to our to our ordinances, and then the decision would be made as to, you know, if we
got a professional that came in here and said, Oh, yeah, no problem. We've done 100 of these,
then great, tell us how you did it. And tell us what the cost is, tell us who to talk to that could
actually do this work. Then we gather information, then the decision is made. And it's made with
all the facts and real numbers. And as I mentioned earlier, there have been times where the
Historic Preservation Trust, which is a nonprofit that is separate from our government, our town
government, but very much here in the town of Micanopy. And they have raised funds in the
past to put the Montgomery wall back together after the tree fell on it, to repair the bricks on the
corner of the building at Magnolia when the semi came through and took bricks right off the
corner of the building. So these things, they follow a process and that's what we're doing. So
thanks for all of the input. Commissioner?
CR: That jail is very special to me. I've got absolutely no intention of doing anything to that
building. My grandpa put people in jail there. So I’ve got no intention of voting to tear that jail
down for any reason.
MVM: And so we have many different opinions in the room. And that's the way it usually is. And
Paul?
Paul: You know I was wondering what exactly is it that needs to be done? What are the
violations?
MVM: Oh, we don't know yet, that has yet to be ascertained. And that's, we're in the process,
we're taking a walk down a path. And we stop every now and then to get new information.
Paul: He said there were some things I guess. (Unintelligible.)
MVM: A lot of things would need to be done. And the first thing is that our Planning Board has
looked at it against our own ordinance that dictates exactly what is supposed to be determined
about a particular building, and that this building actually failed completely, almost completely, I
guess, on that scale. And that scale was designed with great scrutiny. So we definitely take that
opinion. It's been given to us. And it's important, and it's part of everything that we gather, I have
to ask then Fro. Is there anything else that you wanted to add to your report?
Fro: Well, except for the fact well, no.
MVM: Okay.
Fro: Yes, but the planning board is just the judicial side of the board. We don't make rules. We
don't change rules, we read what’s in the code, and we judge by that. What's in our LDC puts
the jail in very dire straits.
MVM: Yes. And I, I looking at it brings one to that to that conclusion. But the question here is
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great, then is there someone that could say, “oh, but Right”. And there we go. And thank but
thank you for doing that. I appreciate it. It's an important part of the process Fro. Yes, Chris.
Chris: I guess as one last question. So my question would be out of what brought the jail to the
attention of the board initially. And you have what bought the attention out of all of the projects?
Why the what bought the jail to there.
MVM: I think actually, what brought it to our attention was you all coming in and saying that you
wanted to have the soil ceremony there. And then we started talking about it.
Chris: And then that’s how we because at one moment, we were talking about saving it. And
Commissioner Roberts at that meeting, reiterated the fact that his family had put people in jail
and all the reason to preserve it. And so now we're talking about tearing it down next, I just
don't, I'm still lost.
MVM: It's not a decision that's been made at all, Chris, it's definitely not. It's a it's a it's a path
we're walking and we're in it's going to take time.
Chris: Okay.
MVM: So we will not make a rash judgment on this building or any other building in town. And a
lot of our, well, not a lot, but certainly a percentage of our structures in town, that are historic
and that remain, are not being used for anything, plenty of our historic structures are being
used. And I'm very appreciative that they are able to be used, but some are not. But they remain
and, and we actually don't maintain them. Mostly the Historic Preservation Trust does. It's very
interesting. Takes a lot of people to keep things going. Yes, Carol, sure.
Carol: I couldn’t understand you. You know, Commissioner Roberts, sometimes you start saying
something and you kind of drop down.
CR: Oh my voice?
Carol” Yeah. You say you, you do not want to see it destroyed.
CR: I do not want see it destroyed at all.
Carol: That's what I thought you said, but I wasn't sure. Okay. Thank you, I just couldn’t hear
you.
CR: I know.
MVM: Thanks, Carol. Well, let's move on then. I think if that's if that's all right. And thank you
Fro. I appreciate it. I appreciate the work you all do. You have an excellent board working
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together, and I really appreciate it. You're all volunteers too. And that's something to be grateful
for. The tree committee report, Paul, you're up.
Tree Committee
Paul: Yeah, I guess we planted a tree March 18th at the school.
MVM: Yes. Arbor Day celebrated.
Paul: Arbor day Celebration.
MVM: The Micanopy Academy.
Paul: The tree committee got together afterwards and said we ought to have a similar ceremony
next year. Just before spring break, same time same station. I dunno if, I guess we'll try to get
everybody together before that happens. That's when they recommended that.
MVM: Good.
Paul: Also, the tree committee was going to look for other places downtown to plant trees. I
guess the tree committee agreed to explore more options for planting trees downtown.
MVM: Wonderful. That's a wonderful idea.
Paul: And let's see. We tabled the idea of the arbor, day pre-campus K through 12 program. And
they were wondering if there is a yet to be unraveled, to be elucidated, to be cogitated, upon
whether there is a procedure for specimen tree, or a heritage tree designation.
Kyrsten: I can take that.
MVM: Thank you.
Kyrsten: After a thorough search of the land development code of your code of ordinances, I've
not found any official process to name something a heritage or specimen tree or historic tree or
landmark tree or whatever else you want to call it. What I have found are other cities and
counties who do have processes like that. And I can try if you would like to put together a draft
ordinance for us to change our land development code to include a process like that, if that is
something that we are interested in doing.
MVM: And the tree ordinance that we have does not contain that does not contain that. Okay.
Well, in that case, if you would work with Miss Owen on that, to develop it, and then we can take
a look at it. Votes not required for that. Am I correct? Counsel?
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Kyrsten: for that? Yes, no.
MVM: Okay. Thank you. Well, wonderful, Paul.
Paul: Thank you.
MVM: Thank you. So we'll get some definitions in there.
Paul: And then we, there was some discussion on Duke Energy power line clearance.
MVM: And that's part of our agenda too tonight.
Paul: Well they said “we will be sending our concerns to the town in the form of a written
document.”
MVM: Who will be sending their concerns?
Paul: The tree committee.
MVM: Oh the tree committee. You all had a problem with the, which we can discuss when it
comes up on the agenda. If you had a problem with the process.
Paul: Certain members of the tree committee actually tore it to pieces who hadMVM: Tore what to pieces?
Paul: Ideas, the process ideas on how it could (unintelligible).
MVM:You mean the vegetation management program that's in our ordinances?
Paul: I’m not completely clear on it. But I just think it has more to do with how much notice or
how much supervision was. Who was there.
MVM: Okay.
Paul: You know that kind of thing.
MVM: Well, we'll get into, we'll get into it. When we come up on it in the agenda later on. Will
you be here for that?
Paul: Yeah.
MVM: Good stuff. Okay. Thank you.
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Paul: Yeah I mean, I got a letter about it. But I don't know if I'm allowed to discuss it until the
next meeting.
MVM: Okay.
Paul: Because there may be like sunshine law. (Unintelligible.)
MVM: Okay.
Paul: I got a letter from another tree committee member. So kinda likeMVM: Oh. It hasn't become public record in the tree committee yet?
Paul: No.
MVM: So you present it at your next meeting? And then you can come to us at the following
meeting. And you can tell us all about it.
Paul: Yeah. It (unintelligible.)
MVM: Okay. Thank you, Paul. You paid attention at the ethics course like we all do. Thanks,
Paul.
Paul: All right. And then we adjourned.
MVM: Okay, very good.
Paul: So I’ll work, and you had a suggestion. Getting trees for all the students to plant?
MVM: I have. I have wanted to do that since 2009.
Paul: There are actually places you can get (unintelligible.)
MVM: Seedlings.
Paul: And one of them is out in Melrose. Or Hawthorne, I think it’s out in Hawthorne.
MVM: I'll tell you what, would you get some information for us and then present it at the next
meeting and maybe we'll have something to go on and we can get a program started.
Paul: You don’t recall how many students they have.
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MVM: That would be something that we would just have staff call the school, find out what the
student population is and boom, we got the number.
Paul: Okay.
MVM: SoPaul: I think they sell them in hundreds, I think the people in Hawthorne will selllots less than
100. I think Mike Campbell just sells them in lots of 100.
MVM: Right. Well, you know, we, we you get the more information, bring it and talk about it at
your next committee meeting.
Paul: Okay.
MVM: And then bring it to us, and we'll talk about it next month. And if you do get information
you'd like to put it somewhere else on the agenda as an actual discussion point. We don't have
to discuss it, discuss it during your tree committee report. We can make an agenda item out of it
since a project for discussion.
Paul: Yeah I was thinking longleaf pines might be a (untelligible.)
MVM: Well, that's part of what you can put together for us. Thank you.
Paul: Thanks. Less argument about things over here naturally.
MVM: True. Absolutely.
Paul: Okay. Thanks.
MVM: As attested by Mr. Bertram.
Paul: Right.
MVM: Thank you. Okay. Well, that concludes that. We're on to our town attorney report.
Town Attorney Report
First Reading Of Ordinance Number 2022-01, Amending The Comprehensive Plan
Kyrsten: We have an ordinance to be read. Actually quasi judicial section.
MVM: Okay. In that case, we are opening a quasi judicial process at this point. And I hand it
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over to you legal. Thank you very much.
Kyrsten: Anyone who's going to speak on the ordinance for our con should be sworn in at this
time. So anyone plan to speak on it?
MVM: Would you announce basically the subject of the ordinance so that those that may wish to
speak could announce themselves?
Kyrsten: This is an amendment to the comprehensive plan of the town of Micanopy.
MVM: And it is required by state law, correct?
Kyrsten: It is. Yes.
MVM: It is not something we have any judgment on, but nonetheless.
SE: I would like to reserve the opportunity to speak so.
Kyrsten: Okay. Anyone who plans to speak please raise your right hand. Okay.
SE: There's no cost in raising your hand. You’re allowed to speak if you choose to speak.
Kyrsten: Yes.And anyone from the city as well who will be speaking on this?
MVM: I will raise my hand just in case.
CG: Just in case.
Kyrsten:Do you swear or affirm the testimony you're about to give is the truth, the whole truth
and nothing but the truth? I do.
SE: I do.
CG: I do.
Kyrsten: Yes.Thank you. You're duly sworn.
MVM: Very good. Thank you.
Kyrsten: Have any members of the Commission had any ex parte communications regarding
this? Have you discussed this matter with anyone outside of this meeting?
Unanimous no.
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Kyrsten:Does anyone have any conflicts voting on this matter?
Unanimous no.
Kyrsten: Okay. All right, we're going to read the ordinance by name. This is ordinance number
2022 Dash 01. An ordinance of the town of Micanopy Florida amending the town of Micanopy
comprehensive plan relating to an amendment to the text and future land use plan map series of
the town of Micanopy Comprehensive Plan. Pursuant to an application CPA 22 dash O one by
the town commission under the regular amendment procedures established in sections 163
point 3161 through 163 point 3248. What are statutes providing for amending the text and future
land use plan map series of comprehensive plan based upon an evaluation completed by the
town to reflect changes in state requirements pursuant to section 1.16 3.3191 Florida Statutes
as amended, providing severability, repealing all ordinances in conflict and providing an effective
date. This is the first reading of this ordinance there will be a second reading of this ordinance.
All right. Is anyone going to be making the presentation for the ordinance?
SE: That's the ordinance?
Kyrsten: Well it's just the title of the ordinance.
SE: Right.
Kyrsten: The full text of the ordinance will be read at the meeting.
MVM: I would like to begin to introduce basically what this is about, so that they might
understand better. Okay. The state of Florida has by Florida statute, has determined that all
municipalities must amend their comprehensive plans to include this ordinance stating that
basically, the sections that are dealt with in that particular Florida Statute have been amended
according to the second page of this document, which is in the book that can be passed around.
And I would be happy to hand this one out. These sections right here section one section two,
section three, section four, we must be sure that all of those are in our comp plan by Florida law,
not because we're Micanopy, because we're part of the state of Florida. And so we are attesting
to the fact that we are including those sections in our comp plan. They are not really very
specific in nature, but they are required by law here, please. You may take it, you may pass it
around. And we are required, just as we did. In our last meeting, we also had to adopt another
state mandated provision that we had no choice in the wording. It is written by the state, we
must include it in our documents. And so we do because we must comply with the state. It's that
simple. So you'll see and like I said, pass it around. And I pass it back to you, then. Thank you.
Kyrsten: All right. Is there anyone here to speak to the contrary of the ordinance?
SE: I'd like to say you know whatever it is I'm against it. But it sounds like it's moot. That is the
law says the law. Am I Correct? The law says the commissioners have to go to support this. Or
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else they'll be fined or something like that?
MVM: Breaking the law.
SE: Breaking the law. So there's no discussion there to be had. Right.
MVM: Exactly.
Kyrsten: We still have to go through the formal procedures.
MVM: Yes.
Kyrsten: But yes.
SE: (Unintelligible.)
MVM: Thank you.
Kyrsten: Alright. Anyone else to speak to the contrary? Or the ordinance? Any other public
comment? Neither for or against, but just public.
???: But just is it possible for somebody to kind of give a summary of what it is? Like, what does
it say? I’m reading it but I really don't know what it says. Like, is this like, you know.
SE: Is there an impact?
???: Yeah does there, would anybody feel comfortable.
Sarah: I can speak to that. But to truly understand you need to, have a little familiarity with the
comprehensive plan.
???: Okay.
Sarah: All municipalities are required to adopt them. And every seven years, the state requires
us to review our comprehensive plan and, and make changes accordingly to bring it into
compliance with state statutes. This particular review only, it only reflected a few elements in our
comprehensive plan. Some of the elements, for example, is the housing element. There was
one policy, one, point three is being amended to further define affordable housing, things like
that. We also have the capital improvement element. There are just different policies. And that
brings our comprehensive planning into compliance with state statute, whether they be very
small changes according to language. They can be more significant, I think these changes are
insignificant, very small. One of them just included maybe adding a graph on one of the
elements, things like that. I would like to just briefly speak to a concern that was passed, or that
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was stated at the planning and historic preservation board. There was a map in the back or I
think it was a map slash graph in the back of the comprehensive plan. That didn't include or it
was a little vague as to what streets were being defined. Any, it just looked like it needed to be
clarified, updated. But I do want to express that that was not the intent of this particular review,
as it states in the title and states in the title and the application that we made. And the
agreement that we made with planning counsel, was just to review and to bring this in
compliance with state statutes. So if there are any changes that need to be made, that are not
within that scope, those would have to be addressed with a different amendment.
MVM:Okay. Thank you. Thank you for that.
Slate: Stony Slate (unintelligible) NE Seminary. Pertaining to what town minister was just
speaking to I wanted to in turn also ask about that directly. And that's why we're sworn in to
understand if those changes were to take effect. With the passing of this, I understand what you
said stated about the body and language that needs to be added. But as a whole, if you're going
to approve and update may stand. If you're going to approve and update the comprehensive
plan, I feel that it should be included, the changes of the maps directly indicating 234 coming
down seminary hours it does not now, it is a bypass, I believe there are supposed to be some
research done in regards to whether or not the countie’s documentation supported 234 Corridor
going across the bypass as it does now. 441 and then back on to 234, versus the way that the
five or six maps within the comprehensive plan indicate 234 coming down Seminary, that was a
change that I brought up in the meeting and been requested. And I was wondering if those were
going to be implemented as part of this? Will they be separately or for future? And why not now
if it's being approved, and dealt with now, because as I understand the meeting was going to be
looked into as to whether or not that information was valid or not. If it was valid, that the course
of action was to update the maps prior to this reading, or to the final reading. So it would be part
of the entire process?
MVM: Stony. Those types of revisions, as Miss Owen said, those are going to be addressed in a
subsequent revision. The ones that took that take place under this ordinance are restricted to
the Florida Statutes that were being discussed. And we are mandated as to what we're allowed
to put in this revision by those statutes. So that's all we're dealing with. But thatSlate: When will you deal with the update of the Comprehensive Plan? Would it be in seven
years from now?
MVM: When did we last? I've not offhand I cannot remember what year we've revised the comp
plan. I know that I was sitting here, but it's been 13 years I've been here. Sorry?
Slate: It was missed the time before as well, which I believe was within two years time.
Sarah: Madam Mayor.
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MVM: Yes.
Sarah: This is an evaluation and review.
MVM: Correct.
Sarah: So this is on a state schedule. And it is every seven years. So we have one year to
complete it. And the process began May 1st of 2021. And that was the scope of the application
is the evaluation and review. So when it was discussed with our planners that we contract with,
they simply stated that this is the review. This is what the ordinance will entail. We would need,
we can look at a separate application to review and then the comprehensive plan to to bring
those maps current or up to date, if indeed they are not correct. But that was they were basing
their review on the information that they were provided they just were contracted to be our
planners a few years prior.
MVM: Correct. And this is what is required by law. That's why we're doing it now. Any reviews
that may come in the future, we can plan them as we wish. But I think there is a schedule that
we have to adhere to with regard to amending the comp plan.
Sarah: Every seven years.
MVM: Every seven years. Yes. But this is this is we are limited in the scope of what we can do
on this one, by law.
CR: Madame Mayor?
MVM: Commissioner Roberts?
CR: (Unintelligible) Ordinance 2022 - 01.
MVM: I have, he offered a motion to approve. And I don't have the ordinance number in front of
me because I sent it out.
CR: 2022 - 01.
CW: 2022 01.
MVM: Do I hear a second?
CR: (Unintelligible.)
CG: I just couldn't hear what you were saying.
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CR: Oh you couldn’t hear me, I’m sorry.
MVM: I have a motion to adopt ordinance number 2022 - 01 Thank you. And I have a second by
Commissioner Blakely the motion by Commissioner Roberts. We've already had some
discussion. Certainly.
Kyrsten: Before we take a vote, I'll just advise the commission that the standard of proof to
prove this ordinance is competent, substantial evidence.
MVM: Thank you. Do I have any more discussion by the Commission and commissioner
Williams anything else? Okay. Do I have any other discussion by the citizens?
???: I have a question.
MVM: Yes.
???: Isn’t this inside of that report that email they sent out last week?
MVM:I'm so hard I'm so sorry. I'm having a hard time, sometimes with masks. I have a little bit of
hard time understanding.
???: Is this report in one of: those emails that you sent out last week?
MVM: Was this ordinance included?
???: Because I happen to know that (unintelligible) that's one of them.

MVM: That was a meeting packet.
Sarah: It could have been this ordinance was in this meeting packet and the planning board's
meeting packet. So if that was distributed to the town’s email, then yes.
MVM: And that's appropriate. With transparency, our staff sends out a copy of everything that
we look at, which is a fantastic thing I think. I appreciate that very much. Okay. Thank you. In
that case, may I call the vote? Call the vote all in favor say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: And opposed day? Hearing none. Motion passes five, zero on first reading. Thank you,
counsel. Was there anything else that you had for us to see things?
Kyrsten: I do. (Unintelligible).
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MVM: Okay, I will hand this back to you. Thank you very much. Well, I'm very glad that we put
that to rest. That's a very, that's an important important EAR issue there. Town administrator
report, you're up.
Town Administrator Report
Sarah: Madam Mayor. Before we begin this section, I would like to make two informational only
additions. Well at least one’s informational only. It is the Merchants Association is having
planning and Memorial Day celebration on May 28, it will be on a Saturday. They have asked
the town and we have expressed that we would love to help provide the wreath. They would like
to have a Memorial Day celebration, they have contacted the VFW or they're waiting for some
veterans to to help assist with a ceremony. And our contribution would be a wreath and they
have extended an invitation to the commission to participate in that event. And I will get back
with you with a time.
MVM: At this point. Would you like any kind of consent from the Commission with regard to
participation?
Sarah:Yes, a consent would be fantastic.I don't know that it was going to be a large monetary
expense.
MVM: It shouldn't be. Do I have consent from you as commissioners to participate in this event
with our Merchants Association? All in favor, please say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed nay. Hearing none passes five, zero. And when it comes to our veterans, I
can't ever say enough in appreciation for their service. Also, is this going to take place at the
Veterans monument? On the island? Possibly?
Sarah :Yes, that is that is my understanding.
MVM: Good.
Sarah: As more information becomes available, I'll send that to everyone and we will send it out
to the citizens.
MVM: Wonderful, thank you.
Sarah: The second item that I would like to add, it can accompany nine B and there is a request
for a special meeting. And this has to do with the recent purchase of land by Alachua County.
They would, they requested the town's participation and that purchase or sale. So we can get to
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that in just a few minutes.
MVM:Wonderful. Thank you. I'm glad you've got that.

Update On Survey Estimates For The beulah Franklin Park And Gazebo Property
Sarah: So under a, we have an update of Survey estimates for the Beulah Franklin Park and
gazebo property. We did have one final estimate come in late this afternoon. From my
understanding this is a difficult property parcel of land to survey. So in your agenda packets,
which you have is an estimate from Darrin land surveying for 1800$. George F. Young for
4950$. And in initial discussions with 3002 surveying, they were a little hesitant at first to take on
or give an estimate or take on this particular parcel. Several of the companies said this is going
to be somewhat of a challenge. And but they came in late this morning, I guess with a starting
discovery work starting at 1200$. That will be 3002 serving. So I know that in the past the, I've
heard just express that George F Young they have a lot of historical data and information for the
town and the plat.
MVM: Thank you. Commissioners, in order to get this decision started Do I have a motion for
proceeding on this survey?
CG: I motion we proceed on a survey.
MVM: with a choice of which estimate we would go with with regard to this particular parcel.

CG: I have a motion Yes. A motion that we proceed with trying to choose which one we're going
to pick.
MVM: Would you have a recommendation in your motion? As to which one and then we will
discuss that.
CG: I would go on the recommendation of whatever the city clerk she has.
MVM: And she has George F. Young I believe.
CG: She has more information, she's dealt with them on a more personal basis than we have.
So, I would go withMVM: I believe you said George F. Young would be theSarah: Well, in conversations, I don't have enough historical information. But my understanding
is that George F. Young does have a lot of the historical data and information and maps and
surveys for the town. They are the most expensive, but the short time I've been here, my
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understanding is that their reputation is that they are the most thorough. So I would, we've had
them survey another piece of property, and they seem to do a good job. And based on one of
the other surveys, they've all said it's very difficult with starting work at 12. I think it was $1,200.
So it could only go up from there. So I would, I would say George F. Young.
CG: George F. Young.
MVM: have a motion from Commissioner Galloway, to propose George F. Young as a surveyor
of choice for the purchase of the Friends of the Library survey that we are in need of. Do I hear
a second?
CR: Second.
MVM: I have a second by Commissioner Roberts. Thank you. Discussion commission.
CR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Commissioner Roberts.
CR: To go back to what you said. Two of us got the original plat books for this area, and
Micanopy is a very hard place to survey. And in fact, George F. Young surveyed the town hall
here and found a bunch of, found some property that we thought we were going to lose because
he went back to the records and found a document that allowed us to be able to use the
driveway out here, we thought we'd like to tear down a tree and move the driveway. We found a
right of way by George Whitewater back in the 70s, that came out of Micanopy. So you're
spending a lot of money for George F. Young, you're getting quality. And it’s cheaper than an
attorney.
MVM: Thank you. Commissioner Blakely.
CB: I agree.
MVM: Okay. Commissioner Williams? Anything, It's okay. If you don't have anything.
CW: It's expensive.
MVM: It is.Yes.
CW: That’s a huge discrepancy between companies. But as you say, a quality matters.
MVM: Yes. And, we have discovered time and time again in this town. And if you've lived here
for any time, you've experienced it, trying to find where the original markers are. Thanks to
David Holton. He seems to be able to find them no matter what. He found one for Bob and I on
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a property that we had. So yes, well, any discussion from Stony?
Slate: Is there any existing survey ma’am?
MVM: I'm not sure if the friends that library have one. They have owned it since skirts touched
the ground. I don't know what the year was. But it's been a while. And I don't know that there
was a survey done. No.
Sarah: It was when the offer was brought to the town. We did ask that question and they didn't
have one.
MVM: They don't have one. I'm not surprised. It I think it's remarkable that they are gifting this to
us. It is a property they have held as I said since inception. So it's wonderful that they're giving it
to the town. But think you had your hand up.
???: Madam Mayor. 4800 Sounds like a lot of money, but we were given the property. So it's a
small price to pay to make sure that it's legally documented, where the boundaries are. And it
will now be plated and it will be in record. So it's a very cheap thing to be given a nice piece of
property where it is.
MVM: Thank you.
???: There's a lot of ideas I had for that piece of property already.
MVM: Oh, good.
???: Like some public restrooms.
MVM:Well, okay, good. Good. We get it on the agenda. Okay. Tim?
TP:Tim Parker 119 Evans court. Is the town going to do a title search on that or buy a title
search on that piece of property?
MVM: Did that include a title search?
TP: That did not include a title search.
Sarah: No, that's what we were we were going to discuss with the attorney's office.
MVM: What are your thoughts?
Kyrsten: You have an attorney in your office who can do a title search on that.
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MVM: Okay.
Sarah: That is the next step, madam mayor.
MVM: It would be and I think it'll be a very easy one. Because literally, I don't think anyone
owned that property prior.
Sarah: It should be relatively easy.
MVM: It really should be very easy. We'll see. But, but thank you. Good point. And getting that
will just offer a clear title for future. Yes. Very important. Thank you. And anyone else? Okay,
seeing none. I'd like to call the vote on this. All in favor say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed nay. Hearing none, motion passes five zero. Wonderful. And just for the
record, the estimates that we were looking at George F. Young is $4,950. That is the price that
was referred to in the motion. I realized we did not state the price in the motion, but that is it's
already been then voted on five zero. Very good. Next.
Workshop Or Special Meeting Request To Discuss Projects Resulting From Proposed
Alachua County 1% Infrastructure Surtax
Sarah: Next. So Madam Mayor Alachua County is proposing a 1% surtax to be placed before
the voters on the general election ballot in November 2022. This surtax will repeal the half
percent surtax and place them for the wild spaces public places the structure of the surtax will
still remain half cent half percent, one half of a percent for wild spaces, public places, but the
other one half percent will go towards infrastructure. So, similar to what's done in the past, they
will allocate $3 million for wild spaces public places to be split between the 9 municipalities in
Alachua County and $3 million to be split amongst the infrastructure between the municipalities.
They, in recent discussions with the county they have asked for potential projects that we would
like to see that money used for, for our portion of it. So that would be somewhat of a lengthy
discussion. And I was going to propose either workshop or special meeting but in light of
something else that we would like to address and need to talk to you a special meeting would
probably be in order. So going moving right in to think everyone is aware that the Dollar General
or land or that Alachua County has settled the concept companies over the proposed Dollar
General site. That land was purchased by the county at, for $800,000. They would like to
request that the town make a contribution. And what they would like to do is it ever did, the
entire the two parcels are contiguous to the town, they would like to give that to us and for us to
annex.
MVM: Would you like to expound on where those funds might come from?
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Sarah: Yes.
MVM: We would then participate with the county.
Sarah: Yes, I would be happy to.
MVM: Thank you.
Sarah: So that would be eligible for some wild spaces public places use, if that is the town
should use to do that. They would like they had a recommendation of if we could contribute
maybe 25% Of that total costs. So we would be you know, I guess acquiring that land for 25% of
the purchase value. If people look at it that way, it's not such a bad deal.
MVM: It is certainly not.
Sarah: Oh, now these are not hard and fast figures but the 2020 audit, the 2021 audit is not
complete yet. But the fund balance in wild spaces was 157 to 60 as of September 30 2020. 157
to 160,57,260. Again, those are not hard and fast figures but I don't imagine they may have
slightly gone up or slightly gone down You know a little bit. That I can have by the time we have
our special meeting I can have some better figures.
MVM: Correct.
Sarah: We also would discuss, you know, the upcoming projects for the wild spaces money if
this 1% surtax is passed, as well.
MVM: And so this special meeting would be everyone, of course. The public is always invited,
and any that are interested in any of these issues would be recommended to attend. I'd like to
set that meeting now. Commissioners get your calendars. And because of the importance of
some of these decisions, I don't want to hold up processes at a county level. I'd like to schedule
it sooner than later. Now, we have the ability to schedule. I'm not going to do the 24 hour
window, don't worry. But I was considering possibly early next week.
CR: How about next Tuesday, the 19th.
MVM: Next Tuesday the 19th. Commissioners, you can just let me know. Do you have time in
the evening of, we usually scheduled for 6:30? In the evening, you can tell me if you have a
problem with that time. This is free conversation here. So that would be and for the general
public. That would be April the 19th. This coming Tuesday, and we're talking about the
possibility of a 6:30 meeting. Does that work for you, Commissioner?
CB: Sure, I’m fine.
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MVM: And Commissioner, likely that works for you works for me. Commissioner Galloway?
CG: What time did you say?
MVM: 6:30 in the evening.
CG: On the 19th?
MVM: And if that's too soon say so. On the 19th.
CG: No that’s fine. That's fine.
MVM: And Commissioner Williams?
CW: That’s fine.
MVM: Does that work for the town calendar?
Sarah: Yes.
MVM: Wonderful, then we can send that out with all of the issues that we're going to be
discussing to one of our public emails, let everybody know what the issues are. Within reason,
we won't get too detailed. But Yes, sounds good. Then we will set the meeting for that.
Kyrsten: Madam Mayor just for your, just so you know our office will not be able to attend. We
do have a meeting in Williston that night.
MVM: Ah, okay. And this very well could be a very, Yes. Sorry,
Kyrsten: Sorry my calendar was a little slow to load.
MVM: Oh, it was, that's okay. Well, we will start again.
CG: So we should change that.
MVM: What would work good for you. In the coming weeks, then?
Kyrsten: Usually we have multiple attorneys. It's just that night. I'll be the only attorney that's
available.
MVM: Okay.
Kyrsten: So pretty much any other night.
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MVM: Any other night?
CR: What about Monday?
MVM: What about Monday night, folks? That would be the 18th.
CG: That's not good for me.
MVM: Oh, it's? Oh, yeah. No. Okay. That's something else. That's not good for you,
Commissioner. Okay, what's the next date we can talk about the 20th Wednesday? Oh, I'm so
sorry. No, it's my mother's 91st birthday. Okay, we move on Thursday?
Sarah: Madam Mayor, would it be a possibility to have a daytime meeting?
MVM: It is possible for for me. I don't know about the rest of the Commission.
CG: Anytime but Friday this week.
MVM: Anytime but Friday, daytime meetings. Please speak up. Anytime, but Fridays? What
about you?
Kyrsten: It'll depend on the time. Give me a time and I will try to work it in.
MVM:Well. How about if we go back to Tuesday? The 19th. Can we do that?
CR: (Unintelligible.) During the day.
MVM: Can we go during the day? Tuesday? The 19th during the day?
Kyrsten: Anytime before five.
MVM: Anytime before five.
CG: Okay.
MVM: What's good for the commission? Shall we talk? Mid morning say 10.
CG: Good time. Excellent.
MVM: Does that work for you? Council? Town staff?
General murmur of agreement.
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CR: Okay.
MVM: Commissioners, 10am Tuesday, April 19. Okay, well, this is sort of a first for us. We
always meet at night so, okay. But this is good. Tuesday, April 19 10am. Be there or be square
as we used to say right. That's a seventies lay back there.
CG: They don’t know nothing about that.
MVM: Well, good. That's good. We will be able to take our time and get the job done.
Kyrsten: (Unintelligible.)
MVM: Well, we'll move as quickly as possible. Okay, wonderful. So we've got that and we can
then move on with all those. Is there any action required this evening on the ordinance from the
county with regard to the ballot?
CG: No.
MVM: Okay, good. Thank you, because I did have questions about that I will save for our
meeting.
Sarah:Next, that brings us to our vegetation maintenance plan. That was, that took place from
March 28 to march 30. That seemed about two and a half days, it seemed to go smooth, the
vegetation maintenance plan was followed. To keep these, to avoid power outages, you know,
obviously, it's necessary to trim back the vegetation. As per the agreement with Duke, an
arborist was on staff the entire time. No issues were brought to our attention during the
trimming. The one issue that was brought to our attention, just before trimming proceeded was
that the vegetation maintenance agreement did call for a special door tag for Micanopy. But we
will ask about that next time. I think it was their standard door tag, which did seem to cause a
little alarm. But we will address that next time.
MVM: And then and then Patty, thank you for addressing that and sending out another town
email, so that people would understand that, you know that it was just a normal door tag, didn't
reflect our special, special trimming needs.
Patty: Yes.
MVM: Thank you. I just want to say that during this particular topic, Paul, you had said
something about the tree committee having a comment. But we're going to address that later.
Paul: (Unintelligible.) I’m going to treat it as an agenda item.
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MVM: Okay, great. All right. Thank you. Okay, back to you.
Roof Replacement At The Micanopy Native American Heritage Preserve
Sarah: Okay, so next, that brings us to the roof at the Native American heritage Preserve.
That's, in January, the Big D Don Charles roofing was chosen as the vendor for, to replace that
roofing. Material prices increased, we have had some correspondence with them, but not we
have not had a lot of luck having them respond to our request for replacement, or even their
comeback with their new proposal for the price increase. So given that, I would ask, I would
request that the Commission maybe consider another vendor. And if you would, like we can go
back and ask them to reassess their initial proposal. But prices are increasing at such a rate, I
would also make a request that you approve with maybe an acceptable percentage increase so
that we could move forward if it's within that threshold when we ask them what a price would be
now for the materials. So we don't have to go back and forth and spend more time at risk,
materials increasing again for another month going back. That's just something I would like you
to consider.
MVM: Okay. And so what we're looking at here, just for clarification, is prices that we received
previously. And we know that first of all, big D did not call us back. And so we're looking at older
prices, and hence so commissioners, we have to think about who maybe we might want to go
with from the other two, and how we can ask their understanding with price increases.
Commissioner Roberts?
CR: Madam Mayor, one thing I, we've used big D in the past, they did the ballparks. I'm
surprised they haven’t called you back. These prices, are these the old prices I'm looking at
here from before?
Sarah: Yes, those are the ones that were put on in January.
CR: Okay. Well, if you're, I actually called it down to Big D myself. And that was about 10
o'clock. Well, ten minutes to five and Tagu was in and said please contact the town because
they're considering we have chosen you to put a roof on and he said I will call you back
tomorrow and I haven't got that call yet. I said please reach out to the town administrator. We're
ready to get started on this and they haven't called back either. Tracy Cantley’s over at
Hawthorne. Madam Mayor I make a motion to get with Tracy Cantley and see if we get to get a
firm price from him and let’s get this thing going.
MVM: I might I might I ask you to take a guess at a percentage increase that we would accept?
CR: I would say 10%.
MVM: 10% and add that into your motion
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CG: Are these set? Are these only two that that we have to think about or?
MVM: We’ll get into that as soon as we get a second.
CG: Okay.
MVM: I have a motion from Commissioner Roberts to go with Tracy Cantley and company. We
have we have not, actually we also need to designate, do you want 26 gauge or 24 gauge?
CR: 26 is fine.
MVM: 26 is fine. And that's part of the motion, and also that a 10% increase would be
acceptable due to price increases in the way they've been going with all commodities. Do I hear
a second?
CG: Second.
MVM:I have a second from Commissioner Galloway.
CB: Question.
MVM: Commissioner Blakely?
CB: Do we have to automatically include the 10% increase? Perhaps if they even considered to
do it for the original price?
MVM: I would like to not make that. I would personally think that that would be something we
would not tip our hand to. But ask if they would still honor their original quote.
CB: That’s fine.
MVM: If they say no, then of course, Miss Owen, I'm sure you would then be able to hopefully
negotiate with them.
CB: Ask them.
MVM: Oh, yeah, we wouldn't, we wouldn't offer 10%. But they would probably say Well, no, we
can't give you that price.
CB: They go over 10. Then we can go back to 10.
MVM: Yeah.
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CB: Or perhaps renegotiate.
MVM: You can see if they would if they would allow their pricing to accept our 10% increase,
then fine. But if they will honor their original price even better
Sarah: We will yeah.
MVM: We will give it a negotiative try. Right. Okay, commissioners, any other comments on this?
CW: Yes. Questions.
MVM: Commissioner Williams,
CW:Madam Mayor. So Commissioner Galloway just asked if there were any other outside of
theseMVM: Oh right. These were the, oh, Miss Owen.
Sarah: These were the three that we were able to obtain estimates from. These were the three.
CW: So you did investigate other ones, but these are the only ones that responded.
Sarah: Okay, what Patti could probably answer that, she did a lot of legwork on that one.
Patty: Yes, ma'am. I called probably at least six or seven different ones.
CW: Okay.
Patty: And these are the only ones that would respond, and that's after I called them several
times.
CW: Okay. Okay.
CW: So for clarity, the motion was to automatically go with Tracy Cantley? Or are we saying that
we're making a motion to approve the 10% within (unintelligible).
MVM: The motion is to go with Tracy Cantley. Big D was non responsive. They haven't called us
back right for quite a time. And Tracy Cantley was the motion offered for the 26 gauge which
folks that's $8,900. For your information, the original quote. We’re, the motion also includes that.
If they don't want to honor that price, because prices have gone up, we will allow them to go up
10% under this motion, when Miss Owen calls to schedule hopefully they'll say yes, for either
original or up to 10% And yeah, and the 26 gauge. So that yes, it is specifically for that
company. Any other commission questions or comments? And y'all anything? Okay. In that
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case, I'd like to call the vote and All in favor, please say aye.
Unanimous Aye.
MVM: And all Opposed nay. Hearing none, motion passes five, zero. Thank you very much.
We'll cross our fingers on that one. Right. Okay, thank you, Miss Owen.
Ballfield Lighting Repair At The Recreational Complex
Sarah: Okay, so next on the list is the ballfield lighting. We did, we contacted All Florida Electric
to request an estimate? Well, we wanted to do two things we wanted to look at it, get some
recommendations on replacing what was there or repairing the lights that were out, and and
look into the possibility of replacing with LED there. The rough estimate was about $70,000 per
field for LED. Now, that does include the bulbs, the system, the lighting system, but it does
include engineering drawings for the field, which would be required.
MVM: For three fields.
Sarah: So while that seems a bit much for our up and coming, recreation department or
recreation. So maybe we could consider an alternate, an alternative was an estimated $2,000
per field. Plus, they couldn't guarantee that ballasts wouldn't need replacing or some electrical
work due to the age of some of the lighting. So that would start at $2,000 per field. So if you
would like to pursue that, that would be great, we can start taking care of it. Now, there, there
are a limited amount of specialists in electricians that deal in stadium lighting. There are other
companies around when I started researching these replacements. There are some specialists
but this was the only local thing. If you want to consider the $2,000 per field, I would ask for a
little bit of cushion. So that, how much are we willing to go up to to consider those additional
unforeseen expenses, like the ballasts and electrical work?
CR: I have a question. This $2,000 per field. Are they going to come out and inspect each light?
Cause there’s only one or two lights that are out out there. So it shouldn't be like it's a whole lot
to cut down there to do an inspection of the fields. $2000 feels like a lot of money to have them
drive down.
Sarah: Well, they will have to mobilize their equipment. And at this point, it appears that just the
lights are out. But they couldn't guarantee that it would just be the lights.
CR: It’d be about $2000 off to fix a light.
Sarah: Yeah, so $2,000 per field to fix the lights.
CR: So if there's no lights on with that field that there's a $2,000 charge.
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Sarah: No but there are some lights out on both fields.
MVM:Would it be all three fields?
Sarah: Yes. So my understanding, we were discussing this that there are three fields but the
light, I guess the, there are two fields, I guess.
Several people speak, unintelligible.
Sarah: I'm one looking at them as two fields.
MVM: As two fields?
Sarah: Mhm.
MVM: And I would venture that it would be worth an inspection.
CR: It’s a waste of money. You got two fields at $2,000 a field. It seems to me that George came
out about 10 years ago, or about $1,000. It's about $1,000 to do the fields. That was 10 years
ago. So $2,000 In ten years is not a large increase. But I mean, Mayor there's not a whole lot to
inspect. The light comes on or it don’t then you go up there and replace the ballast or
(unintelligible.)
MVM: So the ballast iissue is not something that becomes dimmer and dimmer until it either
works or doesn't?
CR: I would say yeah.
MVM: Okay.
CR: I mean we got two lights out.
MVM: While I would. I would say I would agree with you though that to have that kind of an
increase over that a number of years is probably not surprising. Not surprising. They are the
only provider that works with these types of lights in our area. Am I correct?
Sarah: The only one that I've found.
MVM: The only one you found and you did a lot of looking.
Sarah: Well I did now we did have an offer from a local electrician to work with another company
to borrow the, to use equipment. It's same thing you know it was the same thing that we can go
up there we're not sure what it is and you don't know until you get up there. I just liked that All
Florida Electric they deal with these this lighting they deal with stadium lighting. You do have
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companies there is one very popular company called Musco. They are in Central Florida. You
will be paying much more than $2,000
MVM:Yeah. And they're in Central Florida now. Yeah. So there's transit.
CR: So they came out and looked at the field, you turn the lights on when you should be able to
count on the lights that are out. He didn't come out did he?
MVM:Yes, he did come out.
CR:I wanna say, three lights he should be able to give you a price per light, roughly.
Sarah: That he said when he looked at the field he did look at the lights he did look at how many
were out. I don't recall off the top of my head. But this is what he came back with, is $2,000 per
field, plus any additional costs, like ballasts and electrical work.
CR: And it makes it sound like he's taken $2,000 to drive down here, and they still charge you
per light to fix it. That's kind of what it sounds like to me.
MVM: As well, all those years ago, we paid 1000 To field toCR: I thought you fixed it if I’m not mistaken. He fixed the library for a $1000. I can't remember.
???: Madam Mayor if I could address the bench.
MVM: Yes.
???: George Smith has the equipment and the knowledge to do this. Miller Electric also has the
equipment and the knowledge and they're in Gainesville, they have a branch in Gainesville. But
when you bring a 90 foot lift truck down here and two electricians, you might better come to
replace some ballasts and some bulbs. Don't drive that truck down here and pay those guys
nothing. $2,000 is a very inexpensive price. I know it sounds like they're just looking but they're
coming down here to fix what they can fix.
MVM: Yes.
???: But a ballast on a stadium light can cost you $1,000.
MVM: Okay. Yeah.
???: That's just the way it is. I mean, we might start to think about replacing with LEDs in the
future, but I know we don't have that kind of money now.
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MVM: Right, It almost looks to be like a recreation grant or something close to it.
???: But George R. Miller would be my company. And All Florida has been doing it. So they're
familiar with the site. So he has a little bit of an advantage over Miller Electric.
MVM: Okay.
???: That's the only information I can give you.
MVM: But you do feel that this is a fair quote.
???: I think it’s very reasonable.
MVM: Considering it's very fair. Okay. Thank you. Appreciate, always appreciate that. Chris,
Chris: Thank you all for the conversation about the lighting. Here are six of the big round lights
that are on the pole. Total, I think the seats that were out on the side there and I don't know
whether in that they included the lighting, that's one of the pole that lights that area. Actually
behind the field, there's some some lighting there that at night, it creates a hazard cause there's
some dark spots. Once the lights that are fixed up front, will give some lighting. But I think it's
about six that are either out or just obstructed by the trees/
MVM: Thank you. Thank you. And is that just on the one field?
Chris: That's in total.
MVM: That's in total. Wonderful. Well, thank you. So there's definitely work to be done. Anyone
else that would like to comment? We don't have a motion yet. So is there a motion please?
CR: I'd like to make a motion that we set aside up to $8,000. (Unintelligible) to come out and
inspect the poles and make the necessary repairs to the lights.
MVM:And I'm sorry, but did you say Taylor Electric?
CR: No All Florida Electric.
MVM: All Florida Electric. Thank you. I just missed that and the separate from Commissioner
Galloway. Thank you. We have a motion. Is there any further discussion from the Commission
on this or questions? And from the community. Any other questions? Seeing none, I'll call the
vote. All in favor say aye.
Unanimous Aye.
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MVM: All opposed nay. Motion passes five zero. Thank you. You may proceed. And that was,
that is up to $8,000 grand total, if necessary for repairs.
Sarah: And I do want to add that that is eligible. Wild Spaces money.
MVM: Yes.
Update Of Rural Infrastructure Broadband Initiative
Sarah: The next, broadband initiative.
MVM: I'm sorry, let's go back just a moment. Should we have included that in the motion? We'll
make a subsequentSarah: I don’t think so.
MVM: Okay. so, all right. Very good.
Sarah: Okay, so the next we have is the broadband initiative. As you remember, if you recall late
last year, the town applied for a CDBG special Coronavirus grant. The CDBG is a federal grant
and we have not heard word of whether we're going to be awarded or not. I think we requested
a little in excess of $3 million for that for infrastructure. Now there are a lot of initiatives coming
down. That is going through federal and state money. I think Florida was awarded somewhere in
the line of 600 billion, it was a lot of money to try to reach all the rural communities, all rural
households. So Alachua County has been diligent in that effort, they're already well underway,
they're rolling out. They're rolling out a plan, they put together a task force, and in fact, I'm
serving representing the municipalities for Alachua County on the task force.
MVM:Thank you.
Sarah: You're welcome.
MVM: Yes.
Sarah: So I feel confident that our efforts with CDBG in the local initiative that we will get
broadband to residents. Now, the counties, their timeline is they want to have this rolled out and
actually infrastructure in the ground and up and running by early 2020. No, Have access Yes by
2023.
MVM: 2023?
Sarah: So this is going to be a multi phase process, what we're doing right now is we have on
our website a speed test, and we encourage the residents and and I would like to encourage
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residents that are here tonight, if they could go to our website, take that speed test from your
home computer, not through your cellular service, unless you're hooked up to the Wi Fi. So we
can get a good idea of internet speeds. We already know, but it's nice to have that hard data.
And that's the first phase of part of this program. I don't know what it's going to look like, the
local initiative going through a lottery County from the money that's flowing through the state.
And if we're awarded the CDBG grant, but I just know that we're, you know, going after all
angles, and just trying our best to get broadband here. And that's, I don't have a lot of detailed
information. That is that I've just wanted to emphasize that we are working on it.
MVM: And I think it truly is great that you are on that joint committee representing the
municipalities. And it's wonderful, we can come back every month and get an update directly
from the committee. So that's marvelous. I encourage you all not only to do the tests yourselves,
because every time a person in town does a test, not from a cell phone, remember, not from a
cell tower, from your own router at home. That becomes a data point. And the more data points
we accumulate, the more we will show up at a state level as an area that needs support with
broadband. Secondly, tell everybody you know, and be sure you tell them not from your cell
phone, and not from a cell tower. Make sure it's from your home router. We need everybody to
participate with this. And the fact that Sarah has put this on our homepage for it, So all you have
to do is go to the homepage. It's right there front and center. Read the instructions, click test. It
took less than 30 seconds at our house. So yes, please spread the word as best you can. And
we've already sent it out in a town email. So we tried to get good saturation. I'm hoping that
there are a lot of data points already. But thank you so much.
Sarah: You're welcome. Thank you.
MVM: Oh, one other thing. Was that what you were looking for?
SE: I have a question about the approach?
MVM: Certainly.
SE: Steve Esienman. So here’s the thing, what happens when the county or the state targets
the town for improving its infrastructure? Is it mean that they then pay money to AT&T or some
other service to lay down cable? Or does it mean that the town sets up a router? Gyro, we're
gonna call it for the whole town, and what does it mean exactly?
Sarah: Okay, so that is still being worked out as to what that will look like, how that will, how that
will arrive at the citizens door.
MVM: Mhm.
Sarah: Nothing is written in stone yet. I think all avenues are being pursued, at the county level.
They're looking at it at areas where it's impossible to get that much fiber underground or looking
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at overhead. So all avenues are being explored. The good thing for us is I think there's already
fiber running this way.
MVM: Mhm.
Sarah: So that is, so that's a huge potential for for us for accessibility.
MVM: Piggyback.
Sarah: Yes, much more than it is for for some residents and rural areas.
SE: Just a follow up. I don’t mean to interrupt you. That's a follow up. And just since you are on
that committee, to the degree that you could keep the money in the towns and that handed over
to the companies that have been ripping us off for so long, that'd be appreciated. So rather than
having a big cheque to AT&T or US wherever it is, to see if we have some kind of community
control over it, or municipal thing or a county thing, I happen to think it'd be better than just
handing a check to people who shouldn't be providing a service to begin with.
Sarah: So Madam Mayor, there are that, those will be details to be worked out towards the end,
when we see what the school will look like. There are lots of discussions as to contracting it out
to other providers that are in a better position, or there has been discussions of local
governments being the authority or even the county. There's also Grucom GRU. Grucom. Who
provides fiber to Gainesville. So there are lots of options. We're just not at that phase right now.
We're just trying to make it accessible. And then, and but those are discussions that are
happening at a different level.
SE: Thank you very much.
Sarah: Yes.
CR: To expand upon that, we will be applying for the CDBG grant. I think that was some of the
hopes that we've had that we would actually, if we were awarded the grant, and we would
actually, we would control it ourselves.
MVM: We would own it. That would be if our CDBG comes through. And under that CDBG
grant, the stipulation was that those that fall in a particular economic strata, the lower strata,
would be offered the service with no fee, those that were not in that strata, would be offered to
be able to link into the system for a monthly fee. That would be a set fee. But this is a CDBG
grant that is intended to assist those that really need economic help. And, but it would be
something we would own the infrastructure, we would choose the provider that we would work
with as a commission with citizen input. So it's a great way to go. But if the state comes through
with something and says, well we're gonna come in and put all that together for you, that might,
we'll have to see the way that the road leads us. Yes. Thank you. Another wonderful. We've
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been working on this for how long? Over a year. So, so nice to see some actual information,
right? It takes time. Things do move slowly. Oh, and then you were pointing to someone that
was, Sandy?
Sandy: She answered my question which was who do we pay?
MVM: Very good, who do we pay? That's always the question. Back to you, Miss Owen.
Proposed Subscription To Municode For Hosting And Codification Of Micanopy’s Code
Of Ordinances
Sarah: Okay, so this next item is ordinance hosting proposal. So in your agenda packets, you
have an array of services offered by Municode, what I would like to request is for Municode to
just start at a basic service, have them host our ordinances for a maintenance fee, yearly
maintenance fee of $395. Now, we do have another challenge, our ordinances have not been
codified since 2016. So we do need to bring a code of ordinances current from 2016 to 2022, or
at least through 2021. They, that would be a one time cost and Municode, their fee is $20 per
page. We don't know how much that will be yet. We don't have a set price until we send them
our ordinances that would be relevant to the codebook and see how many of those sections it
affects during the codification because it was only $20 per page.
MVM: Right.
Sarah: I can't imagine it being more than a couple thousand dollars, 2500 at the most. But I
think it is something that is needed. We don't have a current code of ordinances. And I feel that
above all, just having Municode host, it allows access to the citizens and it provides
transparency. And I'm a big proponent of transparency. So we are, and I would add that we are
probably one of the few municipalities that do not have our ordinances hosted online.
MVM: One of two.
Sarah: One of one of two.
MVM: Yes, we are one of two in this county that is not listed in Municode.
Sarah: Okay. Lacrosse?
MVM: That's correct. Lacrosse is the other one that is not listed. And folks, it has to do with
budgets. And the smaller that you are the less money that you've got to spend. So this is a very
reasonable annual expenditure. To me it is. And the $20 per page is just ordinances that the
town has produced since 2016, as Mr. Owen already said. And is, I don't know how many, how
many pages that will represent. But it has to be done one way or another. They have to be
codified. Correct.
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Kyrsten: It would be exceptionally helpful as your town attorney to know what your current
ordinances are.
MVM: Yes. Yes. And, and anybody approaching any kind of an issue in town, whether it be
something that you want to construct, if you want to add something on to your property, before
you go to the planning board, you want to know what the code says about that issue. It's online.
It's right there for you. Of course, the staff has always provided that to anyone who came to the
window and requested it. But how much more efficient to be able to research it yourself? Yes.
Kim Edwards (abbreviated KE): I just have a question. Kim Edwards. Grew up in town. I'm a
resident of Gainesville. Guess the question, when you're talking about, and I'm sorry for my
ignorance of it. codification. I didn't know that you can scan something and make it more visible
to everyone via email or anything. What is the difference of that to what we’re talking about?
MVM: Codification? Codification isKE: I think it’s great to do like you say, if you want to do anything, you just go to that link and just
look it up. But if you can just educate me please.
MVM: Absolutely. And and it might be useful for many people here. So thanks for asking the
question. Would you explain codification, please, and thank you.
Kyrsten: When you have, when you adopt an ordinance. So for instance, the ordinance that we
had tonight will go for a second reading. If it's adopted, then it will be an official ordinance of the
town of Micanopy. But until we have it in our ordinances. So you know, we will then have a piece
of paper that says we the town of Micanopy, say XYZ. But until we have that officially placed into
our code of ordinances codified we call that, then it's not a it's not accessible to anyone. And we
we still have on the books, our previous ordinance. So if this ordinance if this ordinance is too,
has a, supersedes it or what I don't know why I can't think of the word but conflicts, there is
conflicts with another of our ordinances that ordinance. Wild officially is not on the books
anymore is still on our books, is still codified. So until we have codified ordinances, then we
don't have one document that we can look at and say this is the code of ordinances of the town
of Micanopy, these are all current as of right now.
KE: Okay.
MVM: Thank you for asking that. And thank you for answering that. And it is necessary. And it's
something that the town has considered a couple of years ago, it appeared that it was extremely
expensive, at that time when it was presented to us and and I very much like the pricing
compared to what we saw before. As I said it is $395 per year for them to host our code. And
that includes taking our code as it is now from beginning of time through 2016 was codified, has
been codified. They will take that and then put that into their system. What I understand is that is
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not an extra charge at the beginning.
Sarah: Yes.
MVM: For the codified portion.
Sarah: That is my understanding as well.
MVM: Correct.
Sarah: Had some extensive conversations. Municode provides any service any and all services
that you can possibly think of.
MVM: Yeah, they really do.
Sarah: But I am just requesting that we start somewhere.
MVM: With this.
Sarah: Yes, this is it.
MVM: And this it, and it's not our comp plan. And it is not our land development code. It is just
our code of ordinances. Okay. And that is the most important one to be sure that everyone has
access to. So we're starting where we can start and not just jump in for all services available. So
what we are what I am looking for commissioners is a motion that would allow us to establish a
contract with Municode for hosting the town's code of ordinances, that the annual fee would be
$395. And per year, and that we would set a budget not to exceed $2,000. Over that, for the first
year of codifying the ordinances from 2016 to current as a one time purchase fee. Do I have a
motion?
CW: Motion.
MVM: I have a motion from Commissioner Williams. Do I have a second?
CG: Second.
MVM: A commotion, a second from Commissioner Galloway? Thank you. Commissioners.
Discussion?
CG: I think you explained it very explicitly.
MVM: Yes, I think we all know what we're talking about. Any, anything else? Commissioners?
No. And then the citizens? Have you got any questions or commentary? Commissioner Parker.
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TP: Tim Parker 119. NE Evans court.
MVM: And I refer to you that way. I will. I will for refer to you that way. I as Commissioner Parker,
so don'tTP: Did you do that?
MVM: I did it on purpose. Yes. It's a matter of honor for the service. You've given the town.
TP: Thank you. So how long would it take for them to put this online? I see it as a very valuable
resource. And I just wanted to know how long will Municode take?
Sarah: I know, I mean, should it, my membership? I don't think it will take that long. But I can't
speak to upon that deadline.
MVM: And I know for their advanced services, they were saying 10 to 12 months for, but that
was advanced services. And we are not looking at that. We're looking at the base service. So
that, but it is a lot of paper.
TP: Some time.
MVM: Some time. Yes. Yes. Any other commentary or questions? In that case? I'll call the vote
All in favor, please say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: And opposed nay hearing none. Motion passes five zero. Wonderful. Oh, we're in the age
of Municode. Sorry.
Kyrsten: Your Town attorney appreciates you.
MVM: Oh, yes. And we appreciate you too.
Update Martin Luther King Jr. Prayer Breakfast Scholarship
Sarah: This next agenda item is informational only. On April the first, the members of the town
commission past and present attended a scholarship Prayer Breakfast hosted by the Martin
Luther King coalition in Florida. It was the fundraiser was well attended and supported by all you
know, local governments throughout the community, the county and it was a wonderful event
and I just wanted to express that. And say (unintelligible.)
MVM: And we were celebrating sort of a significant moment because with all the female
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commissioners please stand. This is the first time I believe in history that we have three females
I don't know what that means. And it would felt like a historic moment for the commission. I don't
think that it has any bearing on anything fellas. But um…
Several speak over each other, unintelligible.
MVM: It was the one of those first time things I thought well wouldn't it be nice to, to be seen
there and say well, we've got something special going on here with the commission this year.
We just had our elections so there you have it, and, that and a nickle won't get you a piece of
gum. But thank you Miss Owen. Oh, and the scholarship that was awarded wasCG: Very worthwhile.
Sarah: (Unintelligible.) The high school.
MVM: And so worthy, so we're worthy and she has got a scholarship to either Santa Fe or UF.
And, then that this scholarship now adds to that because as we know, tuition is one thing. Books
fees, etc. Yes, it's an, it's a killer, was a wonderful, wonderful opportunity to truly help someone.
CG: Well deserved.
Fire Truck Repairs
Sarah: So this next agenda item, the fire truck repairs, if you will remember, a few months back,
you set a budget to repair in the amount of $13,000 to repair both fire trucks, the backup and
main engine, we thought that that would be more than enough. So the expenses incurred at
Red TC for the backup were $7,350, which left a budget balance of $6650. So then now the
new estimate for the engine repair is $12,853. Now, all that being said, we recognize that our
equipment is getting old. And I have spoken with the fire chief. And we understand that we're
working to equipment replacement, that also takes time, that also takes time, we, it'll probably
take multiple years of applying for grants.
MVM: Mhm.
Sarah: But in the meantime, we do have a fire department and we do have the need for well
operating equipment, and he is here to buy, because I'm sure you have questions that he is
more equipped to answer tonight.
MVM: And Chief, I just want to say thank you so much for being here to lend all of this some
real sense. And and you and I have spoken about it. And there's there's a lot to this. You have
the floor, sir.
Chris: So. Madam Mayor, commissioners, we got this is a 28 year old firetruck. And I've been
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the fire chief here. First Fire Department job ever 25 years. And this, all of the work that they
we’re looking at here now has never truly been done. A lot of this cost is associated with all of
the rising costs. And then one of the big ticket items that is on the invoice is the fuel pump. And
it is $6,000 all by itself. Now, I did talk to them about that fuel pump because I felt like they, there
was something else. When I initially talked to, spoke to the gentleman about it. He did inform me
then that there was a company that's across the street from him that can rebuild this pump. And
they'll do it for about that he said anywhere between $2500 to $3,000. However, the warranty on
it then will not come from him, it'll come from them. And it's probably not going to be the same
and we're looking at an issue. Other than that this is not this is not a lot of parts and pieces. This
is all leaks, leaks, all seals and gaskets. That's creating a lot of cost along with the people. And
then if you really look at the invoice or the estimate that they gave us, the majority of the cost is
in the labor, they do it. Unfortunately, we used to use MidState fire systems that used to give us
the best prices that we could ever get around everywhere. And unfortunately, Midstate, they
closed down about two years ago. And we don't have them anymore. So our choices for repairs
for these type apparatuses are either going straight to Cummins, which I know that they are
super expensive for that engine, or Cumberland, which, these are only two choices right now. I
don't know if any other people that are in the area that's going to be certified to work on these
trucks because it took a Freightliner without I've been more more expensive than Cummins. But
we went with the cheaper route, the initial cost that we had the $7,000 It went in and it it's
bought the pumping system on the truck back up to compliance if that makes any sense. So we
had some, ball valves that needed to be replaced, we have a transfer valve that takes it from
pressure to volume and all these other things that go along with the truck in order to bring the
pump up to compliance by NFPA standards. Right. So in order now to get a DOT compliance,
we got to fix these leaks. Unfortunately, that's what we have to do. I wish there was another way
to do it. My plea to you is please let's get this done because I need to get the other one in the
shop ASAP as well. All right. Questions?
CR: Questions? Yeah. I wanna make sure I heard this right, you've got to, you have a balance of
12,000, you have a balance of $6650 on the Broadman, 164 is reserved, is that (unintellgible)?
Chris: Yes sir it’s the reserve, it's the backup apparatus.
CR: And originally we gave $14,000 to fix that.
Chris: To fix both.
CR: Okay, but rather $7350 what the Broadman took.
Chris: Right.
MVM: So what we need to do is add $12853 to $7350.
CR: There's still $6650.
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Chris: There’s still $6650 left from the first repair that we hadn't we hadn't dipped into.
Many people speak, unintelligible.
CR: We're about $18,000 in change is that what am I understanding? That Right?
Chris: To fix? Yeah.
MVM: Minus $14,000.
CR: We need $18,000.
MVM: $14,203 In order to make the, to pay for all of it. And we have allotted 14 of them. That
can't be right, Jenny.
CR: Thought you had a balance of 6,650 left. (Unintelligible) $12,000 left.
MVM: We've got, yep. If we use the remaining 6650 to pay the second truck, we don't know
what the second truck’s gonna cost yet.
CG: Mhm.
MVM: Because it hasn't gotten there.
CR: This is just the one truck we’re talking about right now.
MVM: Just the one truck. Okay, so we're not talking about the second truck right now.
CR: Twelve and six.
MVM: Because originally, that 14 was for two trucks. So now we're going to be taking the
second truck out of out of the dealing and just pay for the first truck, we will have to get another
motion, then in order to pay for the second truck when that comes up. Okay, we can do that.
Chris: (Unintelligible) a second.
MVM: We can just make the motion to supersede the first motion that will have to state that.
Okay. And then just clearly make this motion for the one truck only. Okay. So then we've got.
Sarah: So repairs to both, Madam Mayor will be $20,000. $20,203.
MVM: 203. And we've already had 14 allotted by the first motion. So we can go with that 14
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And, and.
Sarah: Or we can just amend your fourteen.
MVM: Or just amend.
Sarah: To increase it to 20,000.
CW: Do you think that'll cover both?
CG: No, just the one.
Chris: And all of this to bring these to bring us up to NFPA and DoT compliance. This is not
something that we could just not do. Unfortunately, because we have to have as of right now we
don't have a backup apparatus. So if that engine went downCR: We're done.
Chris: We’re out. Yes sir, we have a tanker and a brush truck over there they’re not gonna do
what the engine, one of those two engines would do.
CR: Unintelligible.
MVM: No, no, no, please go ahead.
CR: Have we have we got any idea? What are they even looking at our personal pumper at all?
Chris: No. But it doesn't need this kind of love.
CR: Okay.
Chris: This truck is its trucks eight years past life expectancy. In the fire service trucks are 10
years on frontline, ten years on the back line and then 25 years they say you get rid of them.
Right? So we're 28 years.
CG: (Unintelligible) New grant.
Several people speak at once. Unintelligible.
CR: (Unintelligible.) That truck?
Chris: They’ll fix it.
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MVM: We've got some commentary going on, what, before we go there. What I think I'd like to
do is is get a motion on the floor to approve the funding that we need to cover this truck going
through its repair cycle. Okay. And if you if you want to listen to this, I'll form the motion for us
that I need someone to enact it okay?
CR: Okay.
Prsuant to a previous motion, allotting $14,000 to cover two trucks. We are now amending that
motion to slot that 14,000 pre approved toward the full repair of the tanker engine. What is, the
pumpChris: Just say backup apparatus.
MVM: Backup apparatus. Therefore, the total of the two repairs, the 7350 plus 12,853 comes to
$20,203. We've already allotted 14,000 with this motion. We need to approve an additional
$6,203 if my math is correct. in order to achieve the full repairs to this pumper truck. Pumper
apparatus.
CB: Motion.
MVM: Thank you.
CG: Okay, second.
MVM: Moved by Commissioner Blakely. Seconded by Commissioner Galloway. Now we can
have discussion first. Commissioners, Is there anything else that you wanted to say? Or
question?
CG: I just want everybody to be clear that this is just for oneMVM: One truck.
CG: Because originally it was for two. But I want everybody to be clear that this is just for one.
Okay.
MVM: That's right. Thank you. Yes. And Stanley?
Stan: That was the number one pumper?
Chris: This is the backup
Stan: It’s the backup.
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MVM: Right.
Stan: How old is that? How many years old?
Chris: 28 years old.
Stan: 28 years old?
Many speak, unintelligible.
MVM: Mr. Mayer, we need to get the grants. We need to start the grant process to work. But that
takes years. And we have already been looking for years and had not found any appropriate
grants. Am I correct? Chief?
Chris (Mayer): Yes, we've been turned down a few times for grants to replace the trucks. Right.
So we have tried, but we need to put a full court press on it, I think. Was that it? Mr. Mayer?
Thank you. Actually, Chris was before you with his hand up. And you're next.
???: I just are we talking about the truck that you all the red and white truck that you all are
driving?
Chris: Not that one. It's the backup to that one.
???: But what is the status of the one that you’re driving?
Chris: It's working.
CG: Barely.
Chris: It needs some love. We got some leaks on that one. And we need some pump
operations.
???: So last question, what is the cost of a fire truck?
Chris: Brand new? About eight-hundred thousand.
MVM: Yes, and you can see why we need a grant.
Chris: So the idea, and me and Miss Sarah were talking about having that truck, the actual
backup truck and we're doing the work to, re-chassis. Because we could, we could save money
by taking the rescue compartment and the pump and everything on it and just putting it on
another chassis. So we can save a lot of money probably cost the point anywhere, anywhere
between four and 500,000. That way, and that's just my rough estimate, it could be cheaper. But
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that's gonna be the cheapest route, we could go on putting another truck in service.
MVM: And that would then be up to code?
Chris: Yeah that would come
MVM: Certificable.
Chris: Certifiable. And then that truck we have now which is our frontline truck would become
the backup truck.
MVM: Correct. Well, in that, well, we will see what and we have good minds working on this. I
really appreciate your knowledge on this chief. And we'll look hopefully in the coming months to
hear a way to proceed. And then try to figure it all out. Right, sir?
Ken Westberg (Abbreviated KW): I'm Ken Westberg, from Seminary Avenue I just moved here. I
got 43 years of fire service. Chief, I really appreciate you said. That truck should have been
gone eight years ago.
MVM: Oh Yes.
KW: And we went through a leasing program where I come from, to lease the fire trucks. So
that's an option you guys can look into that way every 20 years, you flip them back in, and within
10 years you get into a leasing program.
MVM: And what is the buy in look like on a lease like that?
KW: Well, I'm not sure we just went to it to the service. I went into it’s probably different down in
Florida here. True, but we leased probably 90% of our equipment now. So that said it's an
option. Because that truck he's referring to should have been gone.
CG: Obviously.
MVM: Yes. Oh, when we are aware, and we have worked with it and nursed it, as best we
couldKW: With the leasing program out there, you can lease one, you know, different fire apparatus
out there you can get a new truck every 20 years. So there's an option to look into.
MVM: Thank you. Thank you. And I'm glad you're in the community.
KW: Thank you.
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MVM: Commissioner, I think you had a comment.
TP: I did madam mayor. If I may direct it to the Chief.
MVM: Absolutely.
TP: Chief you mentioned the rebuild of a fuel pump. Would that be compliant, certified, up to
standards that you would be doing?
Chris: Yes sir.
TP: And the only issue there would be like you would turn, rely on their warranties. And not, is
that compatible with the other warranty?
Chris: Cumberland’s warranty is a, Cumberland, the company that if we bought the new one
would be, I'm not mistaken a two year warranty. Whereas the other one, I think it'll only be like a
year warranty. And if something happens with the fuel pump, we actually have to go back to that
company in order to get it done.
TP: So where's the company?
Chris: The company is across the street and then they're not they're not a repair company. They
just rebuild pumps.
TP: I get it.
Chris: So if something happens we'd have to go back to them and they would have come up
with somebody to rebuildTP: We could do that three times and still have money.
Chris: Yes sir.
TP: Send the thing.
CR: Madam Mayor (unintelligible).
TP: Thank you. I’d just like to add a comment to that, please.
MVM: Absolutely.
TP: I think that maybe the commission should look into the rebuild of the pump. Because you
get three, three pumps. If it’s one year, goes out you got three pumps here that you could have
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done in over a period of four or five, ten years, whatever it takes. Instead of spending the $6000
for a two year warranty, you get $2,000 for a one year warranty.
MVM: Okay.
TP: And it may not go bad at all. I don't know what the references are on that.
MVM: Right.
TP: That's what I would submit to the commission from.
MVM: And that sounded like a viable alternative. I would like that looked into all so yes, I like
your recommendation.
CW: May I ask a question?
MVM: Absolutely.
CW: May I direct it to the chief?
MVM: You certainly may.
CW: So in your opinion, buying a new pump versus rebuilding it, then from what I'm hearing, we
could do that three times over, save money or so forth. But if we were to buy a new pump, that
would just ensure that you all are able to do what you need to do.
Chris: I believe that we could do the rebuild route. And I only say that because it is a backup
truck. So chances of it, hopefully the chances of it going out or going down before we are to get
rid of it would probably be slim to none because of its usage. But if for some reason the backup
became the frontline truck, for whatever reason, then I'd be concerned about it. But I think going
to rebuild route would work.
MVM: And and I agree with Commissioner Parker's commentary that you get it rebuilt, and
they're going to do a good job on that. And yes, they gave you the warranty. But that doesn't
mean that it's going to fail after the warranty is up if they've done a good job. And it is our
second it is our backup. So it's and we need to get the primary truck in there and get it fixed.
Because then we will have our fleet back. Right now. We are very tenuous. Whatever standing
Chris: Make no mistake, we’re good. If something was to happen, I got enough firepower.
MVM: I shouldn't have said tenuous.
Multiple people speak. Unintelligible.
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MVM: Right.
CR: Madam Mayor, may I ask a few questions?
MMV: Yes. Commissioner Robert.
CR: First I wanna think about using saving money as much as anyone else does, using the
rebuilt fuel pump. What is the labor cost to go back and then replace that fuel pump?
Chris: It’s labor, it's not going to change.
CR: I mean if we go out there and put the fuel pump in there. That’s going to be the same cost.
If that fuel pump fails. And we have to go back and have it replaced. I'm not sure where it's at on
that truck. Is it inside the engine? Or is it on the side there? It's a pretty easy fix. Are they gonna
take $4000 in Labor came to replace? I think you've me
Chris: I couldn’t answer that.
CR: I’m saying you might want to find out. And second, if we approve this thing, how long are
they gonna take? It’s been down for several months. How long do you expect it's going to be
before this things back up and running.
Chris: Everybody that you talk to you right now for for diesel repairs, and even your car repairs.
Everybody's down mechanics. I can tell you right now.
CR: You think it’ll be six months?
Chris:So I think it will be a couple of weeks at that, oh, it's just a matter of repair. But he's not
doing a whole lot of engine work. This is just gaskets replacing valve covers and things like that.
MVM: Well, I think that what we have is a good motion. And if we are able to save money, and it
sounds like the right way to go with a fuel pump rebuild, then we don't use the money that we've
allotted. That's fine. Obviously, it's anything up to that. So the motion stands. Is there any other
discussion? And seeing none, I'd like to call the vote. And to remind you the vote is to add
another $6,203 to the already approved 14,000. Both of those amounts combined to pay for the
one backup that we are working on right now. All in favor, please say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed nay. Hearing none, motion passes five, zero. And thank you. I just wanted to
let them know that I got to see the new air packs.
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Chris: Yes ma’am.
MVM: And they are fantastic. And just all the equipment, we're really we're really picking things
up over there. Right. And thank you for running a tight ship. Thanks.
Chris: Glad to do it. Thank you.
MVM: All right, thanks. Bye. Bye Chief. Okay, thank you. And we're making headway, folks.
Thanks for your patience. So there's a long agenda tonight. I know.
Sarah: So, I’m sorry, go ahead.
New Business
Application Approval For Planning & Historic Preservation Board Vacancy
MVM: And I believe that's the end of your report. Let's say yes, because the two things that you
wanted to add on we completed those during the during the process. Wonderful. Well, then we
are back to new business. We have an application for an approval for our planning and historic
preservation board vacancy. And that would be Sandra Tyson. Sandy, thank you for your
application. I received the, in the packet. I saw I believe the first page, but I'm not sure that there
wasn't more.
Sarah: I think that’s it. That’s all there is.
MVM: That's it was just one page. Okay. Sandy is is there. I liked your application.
Commissioners, if you've had a chance to read, this is our opportunity to ask Sandy, about her
intent to want to serve on that board. If you have anything that you would like to ask her, this is
the time.
CB: She's experienced. She served on the board in the 80s and early 90s.
MVM: Yes, yes.
CB: That's should automatically qualify.
MVM: And you're putting yourself back up forward again. God bless you. I like what you say, “I
want the town to remember its past, but also to plan for the future.” And I know that you have
been here long enough to understand where we are coming from and, and trying to maintain
that which should be maintained.
ST: Right.
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MVM: Right. That is a delicate path that we walk and it's a treasured path. But sometimes it's
hard to keep to that path, but we really try our best. Did you all have anything you wanted to ask
her or talk to her about? Well, in that caseCB: I move to accept the application of Sandra Tyson for the planning board.
MVM: Thank you, Commissioner Blakely. Do I have a second to that?
CW: second.
MVM: Thank you, Commissioner Williams. And if I hear no other or see no other questions,
comments then I'll call for the vote. There are four of us presently. Commissioner Roberts has
stepped out for just a moment.
CB: Here he comes.
MVM: Here you are. We are accepting Sandy Tyson's application for the planning Historic
Preservation board. Commissioner Blakely has offered the motion. Commissioner Williams has
seconded so we're calling for the vote. All in favor, please say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed, no. And I hear none. Motion passes five zero. Congratulations. Thank you.
Wonderful. I'll tell you folks, we have so many volunteers in this town. And it's admirable when
someone volunteers to really have an effect on where the town goes and and making sure that
our ordinances are followed and thank you.
Verbatim Minutes.
MVM: Next verbatim minutes. Miss Owen, would you like to discuss this for us?
Sarah: We've had an offer from Mr. Zeak Parker, he approached the town with an offer to
provide verbatim minutes. Now Mr. Parker is a certified transcriptionist. And he has offered his
services for the rate of $10 per hour, he feels like the transcribing the minutes would take four to
five hours per month into town commission meeting minutes. So there are a few things to
consider. If you would like to see verbatim minutes, we would need a certified transcriptionist.
And then if you were to choose this route, what we would do was probably go to action minutes
from, by the town just to not create a conflict. Because when we present minutes and we
preserve dialogue, sometimes it can be subjective, what we hear, what was that, versus what
was actually said. So just to not provide any, you know, eliminate confusion, we would have
action and if you would choose verbatim minutes. those are some options, but it's up to the
commission, you know what you choose to do?
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MVM: To that, if you don't mind, I'd like to add, the commission has, and I think town staff also
have received a lot of comments from town, from residents that do like getting minutes from
meetings for different purposes. They want to see what was said at a meeting if they weren't
able to be there. And so the more information that is available, the more people seem to like
that type of minutes in that in our town. So as, as Miss Owen was saying subjective minutes are
not, they really can have holes poked in them. If it if they are some summate, summed up by the
person who is summing up the minutes, you can sum something up and give a connotation that
wasn't actually in the verbatim. And that's why we're talking about word for word verbatim
minutes. And so, we felt that that would be the way to look at it. And I was also thinking that we
would consider the planning board minutes. Including those two, but we can we can start
however, the Commission wants to proceed. And of course, Zeak is here with us, and when he
comes back in, maybe he needs a sip of water or something.
TP: Yeah he does.
MVM: And when he comes back in maybe he can talk, I understand that he has his own
transcription equipment, and he is certified he has done this professionally, previously, to my
understanding. And so he is certainly and has offered for, you know, for the hourly fee as stated
to do the job.
CG: It’s very cheap too.
CB: It sounds reasonable.
MVM: In order to get started, we could ask for a motion andCR: I’ll make you motion.I would like to make a motion to pay Zeak Parker $10 an hour to
provide verbatim minutes, via initial assignments for the possibility of going into the zoning
board in a future date.
MVM: So, Okay, with the possibility of, so we're including the planning board possibility in this
motion, we would not need to then discuss that if we wanted to move that way. Do I have a
second?
CG: I second.
MVM: I have a second by Commissioner Galloway. Miss Owen?
Sarah: Madam Mayor, I just want to clarify that. What we should probably consider is taking Mr.
Parker on as a 1099.
CR: Yeah, I meant 1099.
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MVM: Yes, yes.
Sarah: And I meant to express that.
MVM: Yes, yes.
Sarah: And he’s here. If you’d like him to answer, if you’d like to ask him any question.
MVM: Yes.
Zeak Parker (abbreviated EAP): I am available for questions. My voice is not great, because I've
been suffering from allergies.
MVM: Oh, yeah.
CG: It's pretty self explanatory.
EAP: So anything that you have? If you wish to address me for any questions.
MVM: Well, first of all, thanks for bringing this to our attention. This is something that the town. I
think would really appreciate from many perspectives. And I understand that you've done this
professionally previously, what companies were you or type or industryEAP: I was associated with Copytalk, they worked with bankers, and lawyers, mostly. But it also
translated to memos. And the like, I apologize for my voice again.
MVM: It's okay. So many people have allergies right now. It's, it's a plague. Yeah, take your time.
And if you need a drink, maybe we can get you a bottle of water.
EAP: I worked professionally with coffee talk. They handled memos. They handled lawyers, they
handled court cases. A lot of it was in the professional business field especially. And a lot of it
was very, it varied. And went usually anywhere from a couple minutes up to 16 minutes or even
beyond. I believe some of the longer ones were multi-part. And they went for about 16 minutes,
upwards to an hour. So my experience is in that range, but I can handle longer work. And on the
side. I write as a hobbyist. So I do have extensive writing experience and handling equipment
intended for writing.
MVM: Excellent. And you can see our meeting started tonight at seven and we are at 9:35. So
yes, these are definitely a lot more words, I would think but I'm sure that you are more than
capable. Commissioners. Do you have any questions for Mr. Parker?
CG: No, he just answered them.
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MVM: Commissioner?
CG: More for Miss Owen. You stated that if we were to do it, it would go from subjective minutes
to action minutes, right?
Sarah: Yes, yes. So Madam Mayor, what we would do is what we are required to provide by law
is action minutes. So we would just state the action, which would look like the motion or
direction given and leave any kind of dialogue to the verbatim minutes.
CG: But currently, the minutes that are subjective, cove the whole meeting.
Sarah: They do cover the whole meeting. So they're sort of paraphrased into what the clerk
hears from the dialogue. And we try to summarize that, again, that can be subjective. So that's
why I would not recommend us having, what we hear and what we hear from the dialogue and
put those into the minutes. But then you have, you have verbatim minutes that were transcribed
to what was actually said. What we are working with the webmaster to get the audio uploaded
onto the website. So that is more accessible.
MVM: Okay, yes.
Sarah: We do provide that audio. We have people request it fairly often. But it's difficult for,
usually they when they come into town, we put it on a flash drive for them. So that's the plan.
MVM: And with this, I think that with verbatim minutes, those could be uploaded immediately as
a document to the website.
Sarah: Yes.
MVM: On our agendas and minutes page, and you would produce them in Word format or
another format?
EAP: They can produce, be produced in a Word format. And they can be supplied in a variety of
file formats as well.
MVM: PDF?
EAP: PDF can be supplied. It is one of the commonly available file types. And I have extensive
experience with that file type.
MVM: Wonderful, and then that is a static document that cannot be edited by anyone else.
EAP: Correct.
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MVM: And that's what we want to post.
EAP: You would need essentially download it, edit it and then reupload it, which is, that would
require like backend experience, to reupload it.
MVM: Right? Yeah. And then we upload our own files to the website, correct Miss Owen?
Sarah: Yes we do.
MVM: So providing that PDF file to Miss Owen would be all that would be required.
EAP: Of course, and then it would just need to be uploaded, and it would be available.
MVM: Yes, Chris.
Chris: So would the information that he has taken verbatim? Will it go through a process where
someone would review it before it's uploaded? Or does it go straight from him to upload? How
does that work? And then what would be the turnaround.
MVM: There is a governmental process of four minutes. And that is that we approve the minutes
from the last meeting at the beginning of this meeting. So he would produce the document and
then send it to Sarah, who would have it in PDF format, we would receive it in the packet. And
then we accept it and it would then be uploaded. So there's a month lag, because our meetings
are every month. So it's one of those things.
CR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Commissioner?
CR: I think what Chris was asking, do you think can be changed and as a preventive manifest
can be just as it's as he typed it? That’s what going to be delivered to Miss Owens? That's your
actually what's going to be given?
EAP: Exactly.
MVM: Oh, yes, yes. But it wouldn't be posted on our web page until we've approved it. Sorry.
Yes?.
???: Question Madam Mayor, is that going to supersede the minutes we have now or will
citizens have an option to having both because some may prefer the shorter version. Others
may prefer the lengthier version can at least have both accessible to us?
MVM: I think this would supersede, this would this staff has spent spent a long time producing
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those short minutes.
???: Oh I know. I’ve been in that position.
MVM: Right.
???: So just asking so this will end up superseding?
MVM: Yes.
???: Okay.
MVM: And I think it will, it will truly be a beneficial change. But you're right, it is longer. It is
longer. Chris?
Chris: So so what's your name?
EAP: Ezekiel Parker, I go by Zeak.
Chris: Okay so Zeak would in essence replace Patty?
MVM: With regard to minutes, yes.
Multiple speak, unintelligible.
MVM: Just minutes yes. (Unintelligble) It's a long meeting, right?
Multiple continue speaking, unintelligible.
MVM: Yes, Stoney.
Stony: Quick question that pertains to the request for verbatim minutes from the public. Is it
more so for the commission meeting minutes or the planning board minutes? They had more
recently been a question. And to follow that, would it not make sense to go ahead and do both
meeting minutes?
MVM: That's why I suggested that to be included, so that we could move into that after we do an
initial phase. And, and have the option to do that with Miss Owen could make that determination
without having to come to the commission and ask.

Stony: Given, given my statement, I would think that the planning board meeting minutes would
take precedence, given a request versus the commission meeting minutes, and would suggest
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as a citizen, that you start with the planning board minutes versus the commission meeting
minutes.
Sarah: Well, Miss Owen, is there any? Any opinion there?
Sarah: No opinion.
MVM: Okay.
Sarah: The offer was presented, and this is what I'm bringing to you. So if you would choose to
do both, and that's fine. It didn’t. The request, did it come out of a particular need, per se, but
more of an offer. Okay.
CR: Am I amending my motion?
MVM: Sorry?
CR: am I having to amend my motion to include the Planning and Zoning Board?
MVM: Just to go ahead and start with both? I mean, it'sCR: I would want to ask Zeak, can he do that? Has he got time to do that?
CG: Does Zeak have time to do that?

MVM: The planning board meeting is probably as long as is this meeting is.
CG: When do they meet?
MVM: And they meet once a month also. So it would be one, one minutes for each of those
committees each month.
EAP: That would be about, five hours, five hours, or there abouts between both?
MVM: I think possibly you could add them together and come closer to six. From time to time.
Sometimes, you know, our meetings can be a little bit on the long side.
EAP: And the planning board meets what time?
MVM: Fourth Tuesday, and this commission meets second Tuesday. So there are two weeks in
between.
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EAP: So that would be about 12 hours split into two. I want to say roughly six hours, it'll probably
be a little less, because it obviously depends on the amount of time spent. But that would be
about 12 hours worth of time for both. Given how that’s split up. I could probably work with both.
CR: Okay.
MVM: Okay. And I'm sure you'll be in communication with Miss Owen about it and anything you
need to work out. You can speak with her about it.
EAP: Of course.
MVM:But Miss Miss Ellen, would you? Would you think that the planning board meeting was
about three hours to two to three hours? Roughly?
CG: Seriously don't do that to her.
MVM:It's between it's in there, right?
Sarah: It has been shorter lately.
MVM: It's been shorter than that even There you go. Commissioner Blakely?
MVM: What about special meetings?
MVM: Special meetings are also minutes driven. And we don't always have them certainly every
month. But as you can see, this month, we do have a special meeting. And there are going to
be two or three topics discussed. So it could be as long as this meeting is. This is something
that, this is a 1099 status, you would be like a contractor working for the town office and you're
in control of how you do it and how much you're willing to take on. There's something that you
feel that you don't have the time to take it on speak to Miss Owen about it and coordinate with
her. I think that our motion should be amended to include the fact that if there is a meeting that
is not able to be done in with with Mr. Parker, then that we need to have an alternative backup
and what will that backup be?
CG: Patty?
MVM: Well, it’s not who would do it. It's what the recording, the backup would be the recording,
that would be posted to the website.
CG: Okay.
MVM: That does not suffice for minutes, minutes would still have to be produced in one fashion
or another, which could be the action, a set of action minutes.
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Sarah: We will still be providing action.
CR: Madam Mayor, I think you're, you know, we come here and he’s willing to do the planning of
the town Commission meeting, and now we're dumping the planning zoning board and now
we’re dumping another meeting.
MVM: Yeah.
CR: Why don't we let him get his feet wet? What's theMVM: that's what I was thinking.
CR: Give him a month or two months? We can you can say the summer the Planning and
Zoning Board try it then, kinda get your feet wet and see. If you want to work with us. We want
to work with you.
EAP: Of course.
MVM: (Unintelligible) Are you more comfortable with that?
EAP: Yes.
MVM: Can we consider the menu the menu? The motion as amended as such? Commissioner
Roberts?
CR: Yeah. Just he would just Additionally he would do theCG: The trial run.
CR: Yeah he would would do the commission meetings?
MVM: Yes.
CR: And work with us as a 1099 employee.
MVM: And work with Miss Owen And is that a second also?
CG: Yes.
MVM: Alright, so we have that motion, as amended. Good With that Patty?
Patty: I thought the motion was to employ Zeak Parker to transcribe our town commission
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minutes verbatim and possibly our Plan Board members in the future.
CR:That was the original motion till we started changing things.
MVM: As a 1099. employee.
Patty: But that's how you're still saying it?
CR: My original Motion is correct.
MVM: Okay. And as we do need to add as a 1099 Contractor.
CG: Chris had his hand up.
MVM:Chris, was there something else?
Chris: Well, I just wanted to add five of the offer, which I commend him for the offer. Outside of
the offer, Was there really a need?
MVM:Yes, I I feel the commission by presenting the motion does feel that there's a need for
providing verbatim minutes.
Chris: I was just wondering.
MVM: Yeah, but no, that's that's how I would answer the question, you know. Anything else?
Then I call the vote. All in favor, say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed nay? None. Motion passes five, zero. Welcome. As a 1099, contractor to the
town of Micanopy. Thank you very much. And look forward to working with you
EAP: I look forward to working with you.
MVM: Thank you.
???: Madam Mayor?
MVM: Oh, yes.
???: Now having the service provided as a 1099. That's also inclusive of any special called
meetings. (Unintelligible). Correct?
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MVM: That will be determined between Mr. Parker and Miss Owen as time goes on. And the
motion will allow for growth.
???: So now with the understanding of the citizens, so now it’s just going to be the regularly
scheduled commission meeting, on Tuesday, and then it may expand?
MVM: Yes.
??: Okay. Thank you.
MVM: You're welcome.
Unfinished Business
Approval Of Proposed Agreement With Micanopy Babe Ruth League
MVM: Okay, then we move on to unfinished business. And we have two more items to go. We
will start with the approval of the proposed agreement with Micanopy Babe Ruth League. Would
you like to read that?
Sarah: Sure.
MVM: Thank you.
Sarah: So we met with representative of the Babe Ruth League, the mayor and myself. And the
last month's proposal, or last month's motion was to extend the current agreement that we have
with the Micanopy Babe Association, we briefly discussed some of those proposed changes,
they are highlighted in red or red on your agenda packet and cross throughs that were
eliminated. There were, the main change was that the town was going to cover the expense of
utilities to include electric as the main expense and water and solid waste. And in return, the
town is going to be listed as an official sponsor. And we will have a sign and you know, having
just speak, sponsor I believe. Also, this agreement, if approved, will be retroactive to March 1
2022. And it will run through February 28 of 2023. So.
MVM: very good. And what I thought I would do is very quickly go through the changes that we'll
see and read. So that's that, first of all, Chris, that you know that we've amended it as we
discussed, and it will be very quick. The first on the first page licensee, which of course is the
Micnaopy Babe Ruth League, the licensee. And I noticed that you had changed the name for
the contract and that's fine. It was the Micanopy Athletic Association before on the contract.
Chris: That’s what it still is.
MVM: Did you want it as the Micanopy Babe Ruth league in the contracts?
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Chris: It's the Micanopy Athletic Association. Yeah, so I mean, that's fine.
MVM: Either one is okay?
Chris: It doesn’t matter to me.
MVM: Okay, licensee shall be entitled to the use of instead of one field. It's now the Recreational
Complex. Because one field was more it was less than what he needed for this coming season.
Item D, we were asking for different lists and such in the first year, which were no longer
necessary for for subsequent years, we did no longer need copies of background checks, list of
players and addresses list of all other similar leagues established in other communities. So
those have been taken out. Number two and the term, this term will start as of March the first
2022, which is of course retroactive to that date, because we were establishing an appropriate
year for the contract, it will end on February 28 2023. Added to the end of the paragraph under
the term, the town will work with the licensee in coordinating events and use by the public and
alternative groups. That simply means coordinating with Patty, which is what they did all year
long last year. Number four utilities and waste as Miss Owen has already said. In lieu of
licensee paying for solid waste and water and electric utilities, the town will cover said costs in
exchange for sponsorship of Micanopy Athletic Association. The next any anything that we have
here we can talk about after and I'm almost done. On page three at the bottom item E not less
than 20 days prior to the term or thereafter, upon the written request to the town, the licensee
shall furnish such certificates of coverage and certified copies, it’s talking about insurance.
Pursuant to paragraph A of the insurance clause. What we added is or as soon as possible, just
because it wouldn't be produced at least 20 days prior to the term, we wouldn't want to cancel a
whole season of recreation for the cost of one or two days. And one can never know about
things these days, as far as getting things done on time. And I believe that was, that's the last of
the things that we talked about at that meeting. So now commissioners, this is the proposed
agreement. So we are now able to speak about it. No motion is required at this until we're done
with this conversation and feel that we have a good contract and then we will require a motion in
order to accept it.
CB: Madam Mayor?
MVM: Commissioner Blakely?
CB: I’ve got a couple of concern dealing with section four “in lieu of licensee paying for solid
waste and water and electric utilities. The town will cover said cost in exchange for sponsorship,
of Micanopy Athletic Association. Always in the past, the users of the recreational facilities have
paid their utilities, their expenses. I believe that this opens two problems. One that opens an
open ended expense thing that might occur not only with them, but with other people that would
want to use that facility whether it be a family reunion, or another athletic organization, or what
have you. It's getting away from what we've done in the past of everybody paying their own bills.
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I think that's the way it should be. Another thing says the town in exchange for sponsorship.
Does that open us up to possibly more liability?
MVM: Liability?
CB: Liability well, could the town be sued for an accident or for whatever.
MVM: Oh because we areCB: Now it’s just my concern.
MVM: Because we're sponsoring something?
CB: Yeah.
MVM: I think that the coverage that we have on the ballpark is sufficient to cover the town for the
use of you know, by whoever and I well, I should ask you.
Kyrsten: You can be sued for anything anytime no matter what you do.
MVM: That’s true.
Kyrsten: What I will say is that I'm confident that a sponsorship, any liability stemming from that
or our office and your attorneys through your insurance would be well equipped to dismantle a
claim like that.
MVM: Okay.
CB: And I just wonder if we're not biting off more than we can chew. And if you want a motion I'll
give you a motion.
MVM:Okay, okay.
CB: I move that we stay with it. The old fashioned way of everybody pay their own utilities and
that we do not sponsor any specific group. As a governmental body.
MVM: Okay. And is there a second?
CR: Second.
MVM: I have a second motion by Commissioner Blakely. And a second by Commissioner
Roberts and Commissioner Roberts.
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CR: Question.
MVM: Commissioner Roberts?
CR: I don't really see a problem paying for the water, I don’t see a problem paying for the
garbage. Just to kind of give you guys an idea. Micanopy’s had in the past probably one of the
best recreation programs in this area. We are ready for 30, 35, 40 Anybody can recreation.
(Unintelligible.) We have been for many, many years up until the last, before we got the
condition the town of Micanopy stopped the ballpark, was because of the costs. The cost of the
lights to the town of Micanopy, the presence became so, over $1,000 plus a month.
(Unintelligible.) The town commission stopped having recreation because of that cost. Several
years past that I fought back to two people to come to town to bring back the sports program.
Dennis Allen, Ricky Dale would keep, keep them twice and both times the town commission
shot it down because of the cost of lights. I was disheartened by that. But as I begin, you know,
once the city looks commission, you can't take your personal feelings a lot of times into the
situation, you have to look at what's best for this town as a whole. Not just one person, two
people, three people. It's what's best for, because the town of Micanopy elects us, you elect the
five of us that sit up here. And you expect us to do what's best for the town as a whole.
(Unintelligible.) It's not always an easy thing to do. Look, Christos came to town of Micanopy to
bring the ballpark, I’m 100% in favor of that. I want to see our kids playing together every day.
One of the things that because I asked him personally, I said, well, one of the problems with the
having the ball, having the ball field operating was the cost of the lights. And I asked him and he
assured me that he would pay for the lights. The town of Micanopy approved the recreation
program based on the fact that the Willy Made center or whoever was sponsoring him would
pay for the lights. Come to find out I don't think the lights have been paid. Did we pay? Is that
correct? I think I showed it to you and they have not been paid in the last year. (Unintelligible)
we proceed to the invoice is that right?
Sarah: Yeah, that was my understanding. When I reviewed this from last year the light bill was
notCR: That's the responsibility. The town manager that was here up until last year he should have
been, he should be given an invoice. But regardless of whether he got an invoice or not, the
lights came on. There's an obligation to pay that bill. Again, it's not always something that you
want to do but that was the agreement between the town of Micanopy and the Micanopy Athletic
Association for sponsoring. (Unintelligible.)
CW: Madam Mayor?
MVM: Yes, Commissioner Williams.
CW: Okay, so first, because we're operating in titles in a matter Mr. Stokes, thank you for what
you're doing with the youth at the baseball field. I do think that if this is the first time that the
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town has decided to sponsor the Athletic Association, in that sense, I think it's indicative of
growth. And it's something that we should embrace, not run away from and return to the old way
of doing things. My only question in terms of the request for the Athletic Association to be
responsible for any utilities would be, in essence, on a very technical scale. How do you keep
that just had at Athletic Association, meaning if someone was to come to the town and say, I
would like to utilize the field for X Y and Z purposes, if they have to go inside of the concession
stand and use the electricity in there? Why would that still need to be the cost of the Athletic
Association as opposed to the town if that is indeed a sponsor?
MVM: There is definitely a way to track the know, the hours that each group and it's via the
calendar that's kept at, by staff by Patty. And so it's directly trackable, the number of hours that
people are on those, within the park doing something scheduled. Miss Owen?
Sarah: Madam Mayor, So I would like to weigh on this a little bit, because I've looked into when
we were reviewing this agreement, and the fact that came up last year’s agreement was
anything, were the utilities paid? How much of that? How much are utilities? Well, there is a
distinct influx in electric usage. And on average, it looks like it increases about $250 for the
month, when the lights are on, when you can tell when baseball is in season, it increases about
$250. Now, the way, reason we came up with this is because the town last year gave $1,000
donation towards the Athletic Association or Babe Ruth association. So that, donating that
$1,000 And just covering the $250 increase per month, which I think they're they're playing on
average, according to last year, it looked like about three months out of the year, you know,
roughly $750, you know, say four months, you know, we're not giving $1,000. We're gonna
cover the expenses, it was a wash, if you chose to do the same thing this year. So that's why we
chose this language and went this route, is it?
MVM: Yes. And it actually was to be decided at at this meeting, once we have a contract. The
town did sponsor last year by offering $1,000. That is something that the town would consider
each year on its own merits whether the town was going to sponsor again, that was something
that was not right at the tip of my mind when we were talking about that issue. But that's up to
the commission to say okay, it's a separate thing to sponsor, but the way that we were talking
about it, it was pretty much a wash for those costs, if we did sponsor. So, yeah, so then, being in
the contract, it makes it more of a mandatory thing that the town does, essentially take that
$1,000 and dedicate it towards the program. But it wasn't in the contract last year. Yeah, that
was a separate act.
Chris: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Chris, go ahead.
Chris: Thank you. So I know I'm getting up in age and I tend to forget things. But the
conversation that you just, Commissioner Roberts, just I don't recall that. The community center
never had any involvement with anything. It was always the Micanopy Athletic Association. I
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don't recall saying that we would cover the Beatles. I know that when we did the when we met
with you all before work on our first year with the administrator, I did to get out, on that was, that
was in there. We were never given anything about (unintelligible.) When you and I may or Miss
Sarah Owens, when we met sitting in here, negotiating the terms of the I think that all three of
us were in agreement that what we put in writing that, day, which you just read. I think that we
were in agreement that that's how sponsorship has nothing to do with liability. The six sponsors
that we have, seven sponsors that we have along.
MVM: On. the fence.
Chris: Actually eight now. Along the fence. Never question about whether they could come back
and be sued for whatever, it's a way of getting their name out. There's importance for us. And
so, I stand firm. We want to make this a partnership, not a, not anything, we want to work this
together. But it's the town's part. and we are using the town park. And so I would hold fast to… I
would disagree with the motion that was put on the floor. I would also disagree with the second
that was put on the floor. And I hope that you all will continue to proceed forward with the
agreement that is made.
CR: I have two questions.
MVM: I and I just want to say that when when we did come up with the, you know, the
amendments to this, this that was a brainstorming session between the three of us. This, the
changes weren't final, in fact, and this one, this one wasn't final, either. The original, before we
made the changes. Yeah. Until the commission votes on.
Chris: So my question. And as the three of us sat at the table, and I would go, and I thank you
for your efforts, and the both of you. But as I want us to to, you know, end up the full disclosure,
that part of that format came from you.
MVM: Oh It did. It absolutely did. And I, we were talking about it.
Chris: And we wer all in agreement.
MVM: And I said and, you know, there are times that you say something. And now in retrospect,
I'm thinking Well Did I, should I have said something? What I said was that we could just
consider everything water under the bridge, and let's start fresh. And maybe I didn't, now that I
hear this. I wasn't the whole five votes. When I said that, and we're not really talking about that.
But now I'm feeling a little bit like well, you know, I really do have to watch exactly, you know,
what I do say.
Chris: I don’t think that you said anything worthy of backtracking on.
MVM: Yeah.
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Chris: I think what I would, I would hope that when we consider the context of the conversation
that we were having that day, and I understood that it had to come back to everybody.
MVM: For approval, right.
Chris: But I would hope because the conversation that we talked about, the utilities and not
being paid, we had that conversation that day. And during that conversation. It was that
conversation and still we continued to move forward. Again, bringing it back to the to the group
as a whole like I get that. But I really felt as though and I still feel like that the document that we
have come together as the, as the three of us, that the document that we put together that day
is still worthy to be considered as is for this group. And I would stand with it.
CR: Madam Mayor.
TP: Madame Mayor.
MVM: Thank you. Sorry?
CR: First thing this, yeah this I don't like stuff like this guys. I don't like when three people get
together. You know the town administrator, Chris Stokes and Mayor Vance here. I don't, I think
guys we should be, we should be bought this. This is the type of thing that should be bought
before a call meeting, a workshop with the town.
MVM: I can see your point. From perspective.
CR: If you'd have a workshop with a town, you don't have these issues in there, this would have
been brought before the whole people here in the town. And we invite them to send what they
had to say. Instead of three people getting together to come back before the commission hoping
the same would be done if we got to get, this causes problems. You know, we need to be in the
sunshine, we'll just be out and open with things. And then three people meet and discuss stuff
like this. (Unintelligible) that we get bothered with commission being here, whoever make a
decision based on this. I don't like that I think we need to fix on, this goes for anything like this in
the future. There should be a calling meeting. It's called special meeting, you're going to be able
to discuss (unintelligible.)
MVM: I have to say I feel in this moment I agree with that. Just to let everybody have their voice.
To workshop something.
Chris: I was under the impression that I was the one that could not come to an agreement. And
because I walked away from the last meeting, thinking that you all were the one who said that
the mayor, the town administrator, and I would meet.
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MVM: I did. I said that. Yeah.
Chris: So you said that in public, a private meeting it wasn't an authorized meeting that was
help, you that was publicly saying.
MVM: I offered it and in retrospect it just to have this kind of discord about the decisions that we
came to.
Chris: I think we might have the same thing regardless of whether it was in public or I, we would
have still arrived here. Still arrived here.
CR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Commissioner
CR: Says the the only change here is town’s agreement to cover all the utility costs something
you say something guys, but the town of Micanopy had a sports program many years ago. We
had people that live in this town. Push (unintelligible) overnight. We lived in this town, play
football in this town, play baseball in this town. Other people we had a bunch of kids in this town
to play. We've all grown up. Our kids have all moved away. Majority probably I don't know
exactly. Verbatim. But the vast majority of kids are playing on that field don't live inside of this
town. They live in Sintra, Gainesville, McIntosh, Williston wherever they live at. And what's
unfair to the people that live inside this town and pay property taxes is you paid a bill on the
property owners that live inside this town, you don’t even have kids that play there, you're
asking the town people to pay that light bill over there. For kids that live in other towns. That's
not fair to people live inside this town. We all pay property taxes. We reduced your property
taxes for made meals down to 5.5. We dropped everything. You know, we've dropped we did a
good steward of your property taxes by bringing them down. So you could afford the property
taxes. If we continue to put money out, put money out, your property taxes are going to go up.
That's just the bottom line that says, you know, we can't, like Washington, DC and create
money. We're gonnaChris: We have a park that should only be utilized for kids that live in our town.
Several people speak, unintelligible.
MVM: Excuse me, order. I was referring to the ambient reactions. Commissioner Roberts, you
do have the floor. So if you had anything else to say on that, it is your floor.
CR: That's not what I said. What I said that you have children that live outside of this town that
have been taking this far. And we welcome them here. That's not what we're saying. We're just
saying, (Unintelligible). It's the five people that sit up here’s responsibility to look out for your
financials, the finances in this town. It's our responsibility. You elect us to do that. And we're
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trying to do that. But you have to have children that come here from other towns that use park,
use those lights. There was a light bill comes due you put it over town, people live inside his
town to pay that bill and that's not that's not fair to people that pay in this town. If people come to
this town here and they want to pay an extra amount of, when you register those people. $15 or
$40 extra a person, that will pay the light bill. I got no problem with that. But it's just not fair to
people that make it $70, $100 a month on Social Security to make their property taxes go up to
pay for somebody else’s kid that lives in Fairbanks, so wherever you live, whatever you're
playing ball, that's fine.
MVM: Now to that point, and then I'll call on you, Commissioner Williams. To that point, it is true
that if you play in Gainesville, and other municipalities in this county, and you do not have an
address inside that municipality, your residents that, they have a different fee structure that is
higher, anywhere from $25 to $50 usually. Some of the teams in Gainesville, it goes higher than
that, to play on their teams. That might be the way to resolve this part of it. There's precedent for
it, throughout the county. I was sitting on the commission when we canceled the recreation
program. I was one of the major supporters of that cancellation, we had a full time employee
that was dedicated to it. And the costs were exorbitant, we were paying almost as much for that
as we were for the fire department. We had a grand total of 15 children that year that were on
the rosters, only three of them lived inside the town of Micanopy. We couldn't even field the
team really. So it was apparent that the program had dwindled to the point where there really
was no program left. And so we got rid of the position at, as town staff. And we just said we'll
reorganize until we can find something that works. And I think that this kind of thing is what can
work. And this is like, Mark that came along. Mark came along, before we closed the program,
Mark did not succeed in the end. I was there when Mark stopped succeeding. That was after
2009. Very shortly after 2009 when I took my seat. The point is that, okay, if there are expenses
that need to be paid, and they shouldn't be apportioned correctly, and maybe a negotiation on
this point is a good way to do it. And that doing that through an adjustment in residential status
and the cost of that application for that child would be higher if they don't live in town. It has all
the precedent necessary. Their parents aren't paying taxes to the town, and the town is paying
to maintain the whole field, to keep the concession stand operational and in good function.
We’re there to support all of that. And at no cost to anyone that wants to use the park. And it is
the taxpayers that pay for all of that. So is there any room for us to talk about something like that
to come to a meeting of the minds? I'm trying to look for something toCR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Yes.
Chris: (Unintelligible).
MVM: Yes, but commissioners go first and I'm allowing you to speak because you're part of the
contract. So but yes.
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CR: Just a quick question. (Unintelligible). So it's how much does the Micanopy Recreation
Association of the town for liability? Roughly?
Sarah: You mean for the prior year?
CR: Yeah.
Sarah: Okay, so I haven't run any hard and fast figuresCR: Off the top of your head.
Sarah: $750.
CR: Madam Mayor here's what I'd like to do. So there's no misunderstanding and No, ill will at
all. I would like to, your votes on the floor.
MVM: Yes, we have a motion on the floor.
CR: You voted withdraw your motion I’ll make another one.
MVM: I would like, would you like to withdraw your motion?
CB: I’ll withdraw.
MVM: And would you like to withdraw your second?
Sarah: She didn’t second.
MVM: Oh, no, you didn't Second? You second so many things. You're withdrawing your second.
All right. So we've got a fresh table. What is your motion?
CR: Madam Mayor this is what I'd like to do, Micanopy Athletic Association's light (unintelligible)
bill. Okay. I would like to make a motion for the town to wipe that away. Wipe that wipe last
year's fee, light bill completely away. Start over just at zero.
MVM: Can we then make that as a motion on its own?
CR: I just did.
MVM: Okay, and then if you have another motion to present.
CR: I’ll make it next time.
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MVM: Okay. Oh, no, you can make it. Right after we'll take a vote on this one or discussion first,
of course. Do I have a second? Yes.
CB: I’ll second.
MVM: Do I have a second? Okay. Commissioner Blakely, second to eradicate any monies that
might have been due for the previous year. And we have a motion by Commissioner Roberts
and a second by Commissioner Blakely. Is there any discussion on this? Commissioner
Williams? Miss Owen is yes.
Sarah: Commissioner Williams had been trying to get your attention. I'm sorry, I wasCW: Way prior to this motion. Oh, I'm sorry. With that being said, for clarity, as a parent of a child
that partakes in the activities out there, I know that our, my daughter's team alone out of it. And
correct me if I'm wrong, I believe we have six teams right now, on her team alone, they're out of
10 kids, or at least five or six that live in Micanopy.
MVM: I am so glad. I am so glad. I didn’t know those numbers.
CW: Micanopy is well represented. And I would implore any of the five of us to attend some of
those games and talk to the coaches and meet the parents before we say we're providing a
service for individuals that don't live in the town, before we suggest to increase the sponsorship
fee, because we also can't speak to our, I will be 100%. Transparent, my daughter was
sponsored this year. So before you say well, we can add this to it and then, and I'm a little
confused on where that money would go. Because if the sponsor, if if I pay $150 Because I live
in Citra for my child to be a part of this Athletic Association. That money goes to the Athletic
Association. So are we then asserting that they're responsible for allocating a portion of that
towards expenses? Because that seems, yeah, it seems a little out of pocket, and then we'llMVM: Well it’s the expenses of running the program.
CW: Right. So then my last thing would be when Miss Sarah first began, she stated that last
year, this town donated $1,000. This year, in lieu of doing $1,000, there was the purpose of
sponsorship. And the bill for the lights was an increase of $250, which still was below what was
initially offered last year. So I don't really understand why we're going back and forth about it is I
guess what I'm trying toMVM: Okay, well, in a nutshell, the sponsorship last year, took place as a separate entity, it
wasn't involved in the contract. So that's what Commissioner Roberts is saying is that we've
added our sponsorship into the contract. And it was never, it was never there before. It was a
separate act by the Commission to say, Okay, we've got a contract with you all. And now, we
would like to say in addition, that we'd like to give you all $1,000 for your season. And that's
what we did last year.
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CR: Madam Mayor. (Unintelligible) $1,000 I believe, I believe it was used to buy uniforms.
Listen, you have to buy uniforms.
MVM: Well, we actually, I actually, I made the motion myself. And I said for uniforms, and then it
was retracted to say, don't stipulate, allow them to decide what the money was supposed to be
spent on. And so I retracted that, I amended my motion. And that was the motion that passed.
And that gave you the ability to spend that 1000 The way you needed to. Yes, correct. Right.
Yes.
Chris: So when? Because let me let me just say this is when we first started. All of the kids that
there were kids in Micanopy, That was leaving Micanopy and going to play in cetera at Wrigley
Field. Every year. The you would see signs in around Micanopy promoting Wrigley Field.
Because our first year because we were going back and forth of whether we were going to be
able to have a team. Those kids went back to Citra. This year, those kids that went to Citra are
now playing in Micanopy. The kids that, Wrigley Field doesn't even come this way now. Because
we have, we've gone from two teams to 7 teams. We've gone from 40, 30, kids to almost 70
kids running around, we’re utilizing all three fields, this is promoting our town. Not just it's giving
our kids something to do. And if by, by virtue of them having something constructive to do,
promoting our town. The utility bill, if it comes down to this, just do whatever. But this is to me. I
get it, you're elected to govern the town finances. I get it. But I watched this, give away money to
other things and support other things. And there wasn't this much debate, we gave 50, some
$100 to the opioid month. I get it. It came from somewhere else. But we gave it and there wasn't
any of this debate. Not one. But now we're talking about supporting our kids at a utility bill. And
this is where we are. We're going to continue to play. We're going to, we have 12 games this
week with we're going to continue to play. I'm not going to go back and and I whatever it takes,
edit it. We're going to continue to play. I asked you, we're going to continue to play. So whatever
you all gonna do, I am getting a little frustrated. Because we're talking about taxation on kids.
MVM: Well, we're talking about an ongoing relationship that we want to be sure that we get it
right. And, but we do have a motion on the table. And I would like toSeveral people speak, unintelligible.
Chris: Whatever you all decide. Let me know outside.
MVM: You don't want to know, you'll stay till the end and you're the result?
Several people speak, unintelligible.
TP: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Okay, well, we'll let you know, Chris. But does it pertain to the motion of forgiving last
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year's utility?
TP: It pertains to the vote.
MVM: I'm sorry?
TP: It pertains to the vote.
MVM: Okay. Commissioner Parker.
TP: Thank you. It's from the ethics regulations, Chapter 23 Commission's general provisions,
part S 23 dot 23 limitations on voting recusal. Number eight: A commissioner is required to
recuse himself from the matter which involves persons within the commissioner has direct
involvement personally or financially. So if anyone on the commission has personal or I doubt
financial relations with this matter, and I would???: Would you please expressMVM: Excuse me? He has the floor.
TP: I've had to do this myself.
MVM: Yes. You've had to, We've all had to recuse ourselves because we're personally involved
in certain issues. Let me turn to the attorney and find out if that is something that should be
considered at this point.
Kyrsten: This is a small town.
MVM: Yes, it is.
Kyrsten: We represent small towns, everyone in a small town is going to have personal
involvement with pretty much everyone else in this small town.
MVM: Okay.
Kyrsten: Legally, my legal opinion for you is that the involvement would have to be exceptionally
extreme. For me to consider it an ethics violation, I would need to know the specific facts. But
really, we focus on financial involvement, because personal involvement we talked about that,
we mostly mean nepotism, we mean if you're related to this person, if they're your mom, your
brother, your sister, your wife, your husband, that kind of thing. That's really what we mean
when we say personal involvement. Now, we're kind of talking a little veiled right now, I would
need more information on what we're saying is a personal conflict in order to give you a more
specified if wePage 96

MVM: Since this is government in the sunshine. If the question has been posed and legal is
answering and you need more information, I think that the issue would be that Commissioner
Williams is a commissioner now, of course, and she also has said that she has a child in this
program, and and therefore there's an insinuation of financial onus to the program for her
children, for her child being in the program. I think that is the point of question right here.Simply
put.
Kyrsten: I don't think we would be enough of a financialMVM: To be a recusal.
Kyrsten: To be a recusal, that would be my legal opinion on that.
MVM: Okay. Okay.
TP: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Yes?
TP: it can only be perceived.
MVM: Optics? Optics can be perceived in this society.
Kyrsten: You may recuse yourself this society, but you do not, you're not required to recuse
yourself for optics. But you may, certainly if there is there is, you're not allowed to recuse
yourself for no reason. So we have the optics portion of that ethics rule in order to give you the
option to if you feel as if you don't want the optics to be this way, but it's not a requirement.
MVM: Okay. Commissioner Williams, are you aware of what a recusal is?
CW: Yes.
MVM: Okay, good. I wasn't sure. Being that, that you're sitting new. So I, I just wanted to be sure
that you were aware of what was going on? Would you like to speak with council a moment?
Your you've got the right to do that about this situation?
Kyrsten: I'm free and open all the time.
MVM: Yes.
???: Madam Mayor I have a question.
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MVM: You'll have to???: (unintellgible) something that's related to business. This was just what just just stated. Yes.
It is fact, however, did any commission reaccused themself on voting to something that they
were directly related to regarding the fire department that every citizen has an interest in?
MVM: Oh, no, that is,
Several people speak, unintelligible.
MVM: Excuse me, ma'am. I'm sorry. But you've got to be allowing the mayor to speak when the
mayor wants to answer you.
CB: Who is she?
MVM: She is I believe, Mr. struggles daughter. She lives in Gainesville.
Several people speak, unintelligible.
MVM: The issue is that public safety is something that is paid for by the revenues of every
resident. And they are mandated by law to be served by pub fire safety. That is not anything one
would recuse themselves for.
???: Okay thank you.
MVM: Yes.
???: Madam Mayor could I say something please?
MVM: Yes.
???:I played baseball. I enjoy it. I love it. But there come a time where we had we didn't have a
lot people here. I mean, I'm trying to summarize on the way back a long time ago, the whole
field had ten on it, white folks play there. And then the 10 after each test I called it down, they
call it Bobby Oh, they feel the young man died in a car wreck. And then it feels like to him. Years
passed and we black folks started playing we had about 7% Black, 30% white, use the floor all
around? We didn’t have enough people in Micanopy to participate. No. But people out of town
participant. And I love ball but I had to stop coaching. I did a good job. I wanted to play ball. I
didn't want to coach but I had to coach. Then I had to manage. Know all I wanted to was to play
ball but I had to manage. But it was all (unintelligible). We still got it was stressful. I love it, but
still stressful trying to manage and trying to get fun on us.
MVM: Yes. And when you're the manager, you don't have that privilege. All right. I think we need
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to address what we have on the table, which is the motion. And I'm going to call for the vote at
this point because enough time has gone on. The motion is from Commissioner Blakely,
CB: No.
MMV: No, commissioner. You know what I wrote it down the wrong way. You see there, it's
getting late folks. From Commissioner Roberts to forgive the any utility bills for electric that could
have occurred last that would have occurred last year to simply eradicate that. I call for the vote
all in favor say aye.
Unanimous Aye.
MVM: All opposed nay none motion passes five zero. So that is put to bed now. So we will not
consider that any further. Miss Owen?
Sarah: Madam Mayor, I would like to just reiterate at at the last meeting, if we were instructed to
do what is typical, is to negotiate a contract to potentially negotiate a contract.
MVM: Right.
Sarah: That is not unusual. That is a typical practice. You bring it back to the commission, it is
not set in stone. It is then up to the commission to recommend changes if you would like to not
pass it. That is absolutely, this is the most expedient path.
MVM: Correct.
Sarah: If there was anything that needs to be or that any of the commission would like to see
amended in this contract, it just simply needs to be stated.
MVM: Right.
Sarah: And then we can go forward. And I would like to remind the commission, this is for one
year. So this is not for a long term, this is for the period of 12 months. If you don't like it, we can
do something next year.
MVM: Which is what we did this year, we looked at last year as the first contracts and said, Let's
see how it goes. And this year, we did make changes.
Sarah: Yes.
MVM: And it’s a moveable feast, as I like to say.
CB: Madam Mayor.
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MVM: Commissioner Blakely.
CB: The bottom line for my concern, in this matter deals with sponsors, sponsored associations
and non-sponsored associations. While we do for one, we do for all, isn't that correct?
MVM: I would assume that that would be correct.
CB: So what I'm saying is we make this exceptionMVM: By putting sponsorship into the contract.
CB: By putting sponsorship. Then other organizations that come inMVM: Will expect it also yes.
CB: How are we going to protect the town and serve this association?
MVM:That is whyCB: That’s the bottom line.
MVM: That is why as I said beforeSarah: Take it out.
MVM: We put something into the contract that we never put in a contract before about
sponsorship. We always did that after the contract was accepted. And then the town would say,
okay, how can we help you and last year was a check for $1,000 for whatever expenses that
they, that the team felt that they needed it for. It's not a desire to remove funds. It is. It is it's how
how we wrote this.
CB: Can we add this to our special meeting?
MVM:I think the special meeting is already pretty full. Honestly,
Sarah: This doesn't have to end the thinking with adding sponsorship is that we were getting
something in return. We were getting recognition. We were just getting something in return for
covering the utilities. That was the thought
MVM: Yeah.
Sarah: So we can I think at this point, if I could make a recommendation. We could lay anything
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out there, let's in anything would be probably appreciate it if we could move on at this point
between both parties.
MVM: The one thing that I didn't want to happen was that we would stop the league from being
able to participate as a league and continue on using the property under contract, which is
what's necessary to give them that contract and allow them to to do what they're doing, which is
why we made it effective March 1 2022. Retroactive because we didn't want to keep them from
doing anything. So prolonging this is something that I would not like to personally, I would like to
solve the issue. But if it's not solvable tonight, then I understand what you're saying.
Sarah: So Madam Mayor, I've heard a lot of issues, taken issue that about what was presented,
it was not a matter of accepting what is presented. It was more of “this is what's being proposed.
What does anyone else have?” I've heard a lot of complaints about what's in here. What would
the commission like to see? Yeah, what can we can we?
MVM: I know that Commissioner Roberts, I stopped you you were you were about to say
something else. And I said let's take that issue on its own. It's been a while. Yes. SoCR: But I’ll wait a minute you earned it a bunch of times.
MVM: Okay. Stony?
Slate: Madam Mayor, I just simply like to make a suggestion to help alleviate most of all of this
discussion. It seems to me as a citizen, that maybe a fair approach for everybody and anybody
potentially involved no matter where they come from. Who wants to use electricity or more
importantly, the lights at the ball field would benefit from the town investing in the ability to
understand and control who uses the lights when. There is a company, Mewsco who I've dealt
with in the past for more than a decade now, doing what I do professionally, with stadiums that
has a product called Controlling. It’s a control, it’s a newer controller. It has routers you can set
up for users that will give you detailed reports as to the usage of each of the individual users, it
can be set up with user groups and pass codes.
MVM: And that's a good idea. But that takes us in another direction. So I think we need to get
back to this.
Slate: If I can finish if you're going to question and talk about one or the other, using it in or out
of town, and then question a contract that you probably haven't read. Commissioner, then
maybe a direct approach would be toMVM: I'm sorry, but you're accusing, Excuse me?
Several speak, unintelligible.
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MVM: Excuse me Stoney. Okay. Now there's one thing that I expect in these meetings, and that
is the respect. Now you've accused Commissioner Blakely, of something that Commissioner
Blakely does not do.
Slate: I’m not accusing him directly.
MVM: He reads the material. He knows what he's read. Please be respectful. That is what I'm
asking.
Slate: When I continuously hear somebody speak out of line pertaining to the document in front
of them, I'm going to call him out on it, excuse me, looking forward. If that town wouldMVM: You're on thin ice Stony, let me just tell you, You're on thin ice.
Slate: Thank you. If the town would take the approach of investing in equipment to be able to
understand the usage, then it would be a lot easier to go back and bill somebody for their
usage, you could come up with all kinds of suggestions or rates. But if you actually want to
understand what it is, I always suggest the town invest in equipment to do so instead of coming
up with arbitrary reasons to bill somebody or not to bill somebody or who to bill and when to bill
them.
MVM: Thank you.
Slate: It’s simply a matter of looking at the data.
MVM: Thank you.
Slate: My apologies.
MVM: Thank you. I appreciate that.
CR: Madam Mayor you were asking me a while ago.
MVM: I was.
CR: You know, one thing that I don’t want. I don’t want the Micanopy Athletic Association to be
billed for something that they are not to be billed for.
MVM: No, we do not want to do that.
CR: I mean, right now he has a field, he has people that came here from that I forgot whatMVM: Rugby Association.
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CR: Rugby Association. And there's no way that these people using the field should be, that the
Micanopy Athletic Association should be charged for that.
MVM: Right.
CR: That's a great idea that you've got (unintelligible) to do that. Right now. We don't have that
on the table. What I would suggest that the town look at, find out what these lights are costing
per hour, find out what the cost breakdown per hour. So these lights and they're there for four
hours at night. You know, if somebody does come by and use a field, we will subtract that from
the bill. But until we get some way of, yeah, there's not a perfect system that we have. All I know
is that the people on the condition that, I've got to go back and look at 10 years of being on this
commission. And you've got conditions that got rid of the Athletic Association, because people's
property taxes were going up, they will go up, people fussing about property taxes, because
accountability dropped from 8 down to 5.3. And whatever we have right now, because we
reduce the property tax. People fussed over property tax, but these flights have got to be paid
for by somebody. Chris made a point here, is teams have grown from 30 kids to 70 kids, with 70
kids, paid an extra $10. That would pretty much pay for the lights for the whole whole season.
Am I right? It'd pay for them all year. If each person each kid paid $10 additional that will take,
kids could play, the bills will be paid and it wouldn’t put an extra burden on the town of
Micanopy, the people that live here inSlate: (Unintelliglble).
MVM: Excuse me. Commissioner Roberts? Did you have something to add Commissioner
Galloway to that? I heard something go go ahead with it.
CG: It's just the kids want to come out and play ball. How much of an expense is it going to be
for us to pay the utilities?
CB: That's not the question.
CG: What is the question?
CB: How are we going to be fair to everyone. What is the liability that we incur?
MVM: I have an idea. Commissioner Galloway, he gave you the floor.
CG:So how often does someone else? Like another organization? How often does another
organization, because the field hasn't been up and running for years right?
MVM: We've had a rugby team that that would come but Patty would be a good person to
answer this the calendar, the scheduling at the ballpark? Do we have the rugby team scheduling
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anymore?
Patty: No, the rugby team is an active right now. The elementary school is going to want to use
the concession stand for their field day, one day in May.
MVM: One day.
Patty: Usually, if someone has a birthday party or sometimes during the day, in the bathrooms.
MVM: So the nighttime usage is limited, it sounds like.
CG: Because okay, so to make this possible, and to be fair, is there some kind of way we can
provide a cause? If, if it occurs, that an outside entity organization needs to use the ball field
and the lights have to be used? Should you charge a fee for them coming to use the field?
MVM: It's really funny. Because I wrote a whole clause for the end of this that dealt exactly with
that. But it was decided that it was best to leave that out.
CG: Really.
MVM: So and it was a clause that allowed for a portioning of, and the creation of a ratio with
how many hours one entity used it, how many hours and it was only at nighttime were lights
would have had to be turned on. And yes, and I won't get into the details because we decided to
take it out. Now, I have I have another thing to propose here and I just I'll throw it out. It may not
be, it might not be good. We take theCG: Sponsorship.
MVM: We take the issue out that we have added in under Utilities. We remove the sponsorship
along with taking that out. So we no longer will have anything about sponsorship in this contract.
We then pass this, we vote on this contract without the sponsorship or the red, we go back to
the black, which is utilities, waste, which is what was last year. The licensee shall pay all costs
of solid waste and hazardous disposal costs for waste generated on or within the site and
parking lot during the term as a result of licensee’s use which exceed the town's normal monthly
costs. We pass it that way. Then we have another motion after that. Where we sponsor what we
did last year, we sponsor a credit of $1,000 of lights for the season. And if $1,000, Go over
$1,000, then and that's a separate motion. It doesn't have anything to do with the contract. In
other words, we're not actually, we're paying Duke Energy for the for the utilities, but the town
would say Okay, last year, we sponsored $1,000 in cash and said “Here spend it as you will” this
year we could say we we sponsor $1,000 credit for the electric utilities on the site. If they only, if
the teams only use $750 worth of lights, well, we had enough to pay up to 1000. Chances are,
as you all said, we probably won't get there. And that's an idea of how we could get around this
thing.
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CB: What do we do about the rugby team if they come back?
MVM: The rugby team, we haven't said anything in here that we have sponsored them. So the
rugby team cannot sayCB: If we make a separateMVM: That is up to the Commission, the Commission offering money whether we did it to the
tutoring program upstairs, when that was here or whatever every year, we would come back and
we would say this year we are going to give the tutoring program $2,500 because Sally came to
us and said we really need some money this year. The next year, it might be $1,000. Because
Sally said well, we're good this year, but we'd sure appreciate that 1000 you always give us
CB: That might work. But my other concern is liability.
MVM: LiabilityCB: Are we covered.
MVM: We are covered.
CB: Are we are covered?
MVM: We are covered. The whole park is covered.
CG :What are we going to takeCR: Madam Mayor I have a motion?
MVM: I think you might
Multiple people speak, unintelligible.
CG: Everybody is, what is it going to take for us to keep the program running, up and running.
And everybody come into agreement as to what what we're going to do. What is that gonna
take?
MVM: I think what I just said, which is take out the red, leave the black the way it was last year
in the contract, which says that y'all will pay the utilities. But then, the Commission makes a
motion which means it goes on public record. Okay, that we have said we're going to give you
$1,000 credit against your electrical expenses. So Sarah will then keep a running tab and let
Chris know. Okay. And that is only if I get a motion and only if it passes.
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CR: So moved.
MVM: So moved?
CB: Second.
MVM: Moved by Commissioner Roberts seconded by Commissioner Blakely.
CR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: Yes, sir.
CR: What we're doing, we're just taking $1,000. Just soMVM: That's what we're doing.
CR: Last year's pass. We gave $1,000 to the school, students here, since they're no longer
here.
MVM: No. Wish they were
CR: We just give the $1,000. Use it as credit for them.
MVM:All right.
CG: It's the same thing actually.
MVM: It is, it’s exactly the same thing. It's just thatCG: It’s essentially the same thing.
MVM: Yes. It's exactly the same thing we did last year on with regard to this. And that. And the
beauty of it is that we are absorbing the cost of the electric. We're just not doing it in the
contract.
CG: I gotcha. Okay.
MVM: Because then as Commissioner Blakely said, I think he's correct. We've never put that
into a contract before that we would sponsor something. I'm just saying.
Sarah: You're right.
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MVM: Yeah.
Sarah: We eliminated that in ourMVM: Yeah, that would have been good. Yeah, that would have been good. Okay.
CR: Madam Mayor, Along with that motion. I say that we get hereMVM: You're good with it?
CR: Yeah, I'm good. With that motion, I just want the town and make an effort to find out what
the cost to run those lights per hour.
MVM: And that will appear on the electric bill as an overage to the norm, which was very
apparent, you said that the norm was there.
Sarah: I will do my best.
MVM: And you will do your best? And I think that it will, it will be, it'll be apparent. It was
apparent in the bills, that whenSarah: The bottom line is apparent.
MVM: Yes, it is. And I think that we can go with that and that it will work. It's the same $1,000
that we gave last year, it's just used in a different way.
CR: Madam Mayor.
MVM: SoCR: Along with that, about getting an hour or getting the cost to run the lights for an hour, that
way, you'll have some type of somebody comes to town of Micanopy and says hey, we'd like to
use your ballpark for four hours one night, because they cost $25 an hour. He owes 100 bucks
to use the lights.
MVM: Yeah.
CR: That way we know what the cost is. And you need to periodically, find it because rates will
go up. At least you have something to charge them by.
MVM: Which honestly that is the way it used to run. There was a schedule. Gotcha. But there
was a schedule that we had when people came to use the field. And it was okay. This is what
we charge. ButPage 107

???: I know we have some new commissioners up there, they're probably getting really
frustrated.
MVM: I'm sure.
???: Call for the vote, don't get to get off track too much, call for the vote.
MVM: I'd be happy to do so I just have to know that nothing else has to be said. But, it is a very
delicate subject. And I'm trying to balance it. So I appreciate it. Y'all letting this happen the way
that it has to happen. Government in the sunshine is not always pretty.
CR: I’d like to amend my motion for the town to find an hourly rate for these lights for Duke
Energy. The motion that I made, about $1000, jsut amend it to find the hour cost of the lights.
MVM: Amendment to ask Duke Energy for the cost of running. If they could extrapolate that
from the bill if they can.
Multiple people echo “If they can.”
MVM:Do you amend your second?
CB: Yes.
MVM: All right, I'm going to say that we're ready for voting on this. All in favor, please say aye.
Four say aye, Commissioner Williams abstains.
MVM: All opposed, please say nay.
CW: Nay.
MVM: Did, was that were, were you a yes or no Commissioner Galloway? I'm sorry.
CG: Long is the Athletic Association is not having to pay the bill.
MVM: Correct.
CG: We're putting $1,000 credit on the books.
MVM: Which will be a separate motion after this.
CG: Okay.
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MVM: This is a contract.
CG: I just want to make sure they are not responsible forMVM: A contract edit.
CG: Okay.
MVM: Right.
CG: Okay.
MVM: And that's this is the way the contract was written last year. Exactly. Word for word. And
Commissioner Williams, you were a nay?
CW: Yes.
MVM: Okay. And Commissioner Galloway, you're a Yay?
CG: Yes.
MVM: So motion passes four to one. So the contract will be amended as such. Now I need a
motion to accept this contract as it is now amended. Because we haven't done that yet. And
there's not going to be much discussion on this one, please, folks.
CR: So moved.
MVM: So moved.
CG: Second.
MVM: And I'll take the second from Commissioner Galloway, to approve the contract as
amended. Roberts and Galloway, and if you all will allow me to, I would like to call for the vote.
All in favor.
Four say aye, Commissioner Williams abstains.
MVM: And Nay.
CW: Nay.
MVM: So motion passes four to one. And Commissioner Williams was the nay on both that and
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the previous for the public record. And now we move to the final aspect of it, which is offer me
the motion please, on the credit towards the club for the usage of electric utilities for the season.
Commissioner Roberts and Galloway speak softly. Unintelligible.
MVM: I'm sorry, I couldn't hear either one of you.
CR: That was the original motion madam mayor. (Unintelltigible.)
MVM: Okay so we have a motion for the $1,000 credit to use towards utilities. And do I have a
second?
CG: Second.
MVM: Have a second from Commissioner Galloway. And let's go ahead and call for the vote
please. All in favor say aye.
Unanimous aye.
MVM: All opposed? None. So we've got motion passes five zero. We are now done with this
and and I want to thank you all for putting up with the litigious aspects in the time that it takes to
get through a subject like this. And I appreciate the fact that we did it. Okay, so let's move on.
We've got one more thing to talk about.
Sarah: Oh.
MVM: One more.
CB: (Unintelligible.)
MVM: I'm sorry. Do you want to defer it? We can defer itSarah: You know what, we could I don't know that any of us have the mental fortitude.
MVM: I don't think I have it either. But I'm just marching. Thank you so much for sticking it out
through this whole meeting Mr. Breuer. Honestly all right then I have going ahead and deferring
the fence placement at Carson Robert sports complex to the next meeting. AndSarah: I can give a brief update if you’d like.
MVM: It's okay. Warm won't burn. Motion adjourned. Go home go to bed.
MVM: I also I have also cancelled additional reports.
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Fence Placement At Carson Roberts Sports Complex: Deferred to next meeting.
Crowd speaks, unintelligible.
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Special Town Commission Meeting
Minutes
Tuesday, April 19, 2022 at 10:00 am
1. Call to Order
Minutes:
Mayor Mance called the meeting to order 10:00 am
2. Invocation & Pledge of Allegiance to Flag
3. Roll Call
Minutes:
Commissioners Attending:
• Troy Blakely Present
• Jiana Bradshaw, Present
• Judy Galloway, Present
• Virginia Mance, Mayor, Present
• Mike Roberts, Mayor Pro-Tem, Present
• Kiersten Ballou, Attorney Present
• Sara Owen, Town Administrator Present
• Patty Polk, Deputy Town Clerk Present
4. Agenda Approval
Minutes:
Motion made and seconded (Blakely/Roberts) to approve the agenda as submitted;
passed 5-0
5. Proposed Project Resulting from 1% Infrastructure Surtax
Minutes:
Discussion ensued at length.
6. Requested Contribution to County Purchased Property
Minutes:
Discussion ensued at length.
Motion made and seconded (Roberts/Blakely) to offer up to $200,000, as the County
requested, buy-in fee of approximately 25% of the $800,000 to be payed in June 2022
to have the parcels gifted by the County to the Town of Micanopy; passed 5-0
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7. Adjournment
Minutes:
Meeting adjourned 11:19 pm

PLEASE NOTE: PURSUANT TO SECTION 286.015, FLORIDA STATUTES, IF A PERSON
DECIDES TO APPEAL ANY DECISION MADE BY THE COMMISSION WITH RESPECT TO ANY
MATTER CONSIDERED DURING THIS MEETING, HE OR SHE WILL NEED TO ENSURE THAT
A VERBATIM RECORD OF THE PROCEEDINGS IS MADE, WHICH RECORD INCLUDES THE
TESTIMONY AND EVIDENCE UPON WHICH THE APPEAL IS TO BE BASED. IN
ACCORDANCE WITH THE AMERICAN WITH DISABILITIES ACT, A PERSON WITH
DISABILITIES NEEDING ANY SPECIAL ACCOMODATIONS TO PARTICIPATE IN TOWN
MEETINGS SHOULD CONTACT THE TOWN ADMINISTRATOR, 706 NE CHOLOKKA BLVD.,
MICANOPY, FLORIDA 32667-0137, TELEPHONE (352) 466-3121.

Contact: Sara Owen (townhall@micanopytown.com 352-466-3121)
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Town of Micanopy
Monthly Water Department Report
April 2022
Water Billing
Water Consumption Charges
Water Service Charges (turn on-off/bad check/new install/penalties)
Total Water Billing Net of Taxes
Utility Tax (Micanopy Water)

$9,393.82
$429.61
$12,000.07

Total Water Billing

$12,000.07
$1,155.86
$13,155.93

Garbage Billing
Residential Garbage
Residential = Curbside
Residential = Backdoor
Total Residential Garbage
Commercial Garbage
Commercial = Lock Bar
Commercial = Curbside
Commercial =
2 Yard Container
Commercial =
4 Yard Container
Commercial =
6 Yard Container
Commercial =
8 Yard Container
Commercial = 10 Yard Container
Commercial = 2 Yard Container
Commercial = 4 Yard Container
Commercial = 6 Yard Container
Commercial = 8 Yard Container
Total Commercial Garbage

$ Rate
$19.19
$21.84

$15.00
$32.00
$79.59
$159.17
$238.76
$318.34
$200.72
$159.17
$318.34
$477.51
$636.68

# Units
290
0
290

Total $
$5,565.10
$0.00
$5,565.10

$5,565.10

1
22
4
5
0
1
0
1
1
1
1
36

$15.00
$704.00
$318.36
$795.85
$0.00
$318.34
$0.00
$159.17
$318.34
$477.51
$636.68
$3,743.25

$3,743.25

Total Garbage Billing

$9,308.35

Total Utility Billing
Past Due

$13,155.93

$9,308.35
$22,464.28
$3,031.71

Total Receivables

$25,495.99
$20,305.63

Total Bank Deposits for Month of This Report
Waste Pro USA Payment Calculation
Total Town Garbage Billing
Less Amount Due Water Dept (Processing Fee)
Net Amount Due Waste Management Inc. of Florida

$9,308.35
($500.00)
$8,808.35

Monthly Consumption Summary
Water Plant Usage (Bearing Lubrication)
Gallons
Pump #1
Pump #2
End Reading
3,594,930
7,713,160
7,699,000
Beginning Reading
3,592,740
Total Pump Usage
2,190
14,160
Total Water Plant Usage
16,350
Accountable Water Loss
Bearing Lubrication
Blow Off (Monthly & Additional)
Fire Hydrant Flush
Fire Truck Refills
Chlorine Monitor
Winter Freeze Prevention
Water Line Repair
Town Water
Public Works
Total Accountable Water Loss

Gallons
16,350
480,000
2,000
2,500

Monthly Water Consumption
Gallons
Pump #1
Pump #2
End Reading
178,491,000
193,688,000
Beginning Reading
177,542,000
192,774,000
Total Per Pump
949,000
914,000
Total Pumped
Total Billed
Total (Gross) Water Loss
Less Accountable Water Loss
Total Unaccounted Water Loss

1,863,000
1,316,151
546,849
524,160
22,689

2500
17,810
3,000
524,160

Monthly Account Summary
Number of Accounts
Residential
289
Commercial
Total All Users
File: Water Department=Water Report202204

45
334

Change In Accounts
New Installations
New Accounts
Closed Accounts
Total Current Customers
Total Current Customer Deposits

3
-3
0
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$28,000.00
Date: 5/5/2022

Town of Micanopy, Florida
General Fund
For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Revenues
Taxes
Ad Valorem
Fuel Taxes
Fuel Tax - First Local
Fuel Tax - Second Local
Half-cent sales tax
Franchise fees
Electricity - Duke Energy
Utility Service taxes
Electricity - Duke Energy
Water
Propane
Communications
Total Taxes
Licenses and permits
Occupational - Businesses
Occupational License - Landlord
Occupational License - Insur Co
Permits - Zoning Compliance
Permits - Special Events
Land Use

$174,912

$189,000

$14,088

$31,365
$23,939
$27,143

$51,975
$38,265
$38,400

$20,610
$14,326
$11,257

$20,884

$41,520

$20,636

$26,165
$0
$2,202
$13,406

$50,100
$13,200
$3,575
$22,200

$23,935
$13,200
$1,373
$8,794

$448,235

$128,219

$2,010
$3,560
$1,320
$1,500
$100
$600

$1,770
$3,000
-$40
$300
$0
$600

$320,016

$240
$560
$1,360
$1,200
$100
$0

Total Licenses/permits

$3,460

$9,090

$5,630

Intergovernmental
Wild Spaces Public Places
Fines - Civil Traffic
Mobile Home Licenses
Alcoholic Beverage Licenses
Traffic Signal Maintenace
State Shared revenues

$26,536
$8,337
$329
$441
$0
$14,365

$37,800
$18,900
$300
$200
$897
$22,188

$11,264
$10,563
-$29
-$241
$897
$7,823

$80,285

$30,277

Total Intergovernmental

$50,008
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Other
Interest
Rents
Misc Revenue
Other Reimbursements
Prior Year WSPP Restricted
Grants
Insurance Reimbursements

Balance

Budget
2022

$20,000
$7,600
$300
$3,095
$129,000
$0
$600

$15,981
-$485
$29
$2,231
$129,000
$0
$207

$13,632

$160,595

$146,963

Charges for Services
Transfer in
Water

$0

$0

$0

Total Other Financing source

$0

$0

$0

$698,205

$311,089

Total Other

Total Revenues/Other

$4,019
$8,085
$271
$864
$0
$0
$393

$387,116
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Expenditures
Town Commission
Personnel Services
Salaries
FICA
Medicare
Professional Development
Other Post Emplyment Benefits

$13,339
$827
$193
$0
$0

$21,773
$1,350
$316
$4,000
$2,170

$8,434
$523
$122
$4,000
$2,170

Total Salaries and Benefits

$14,359

$29,609

$15,249

$29,609

$15,249

Total Town Commission

$14,359

Town Administrator / Clerk
Personnel Services
Salaries
Overtime
Health Insurance
FICA
Medicare
Professional Development

$35,654
$60
$5,384
$2,211
$517
$743

$62,308
$2,130
$11,160
$3,995
$934
$2,500

$26,654
$2,070
$5,776
$1,785
$417
$1,757

Total Salaries and Benefits

$44,569

$83,028

$38,459

$150
$555
$2,080
$1,925
$0

$150
$500
$1,200
$1,000
$0

$0
-$55
-$880
-$925
$0

Operating expenses
Workers Comp
Operating Supplies
Office Supplies
Dues and Publications
Capital Outlay
Total Operating Expenses

$4,710

$2,850

-$1,860

Total Town Administrator

$49,279

$85,878

$36,599
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual
General Government Operating
Operations
Insurance - Liability
Insurance - Property
General Maintenace
Office Equipment Maintenance
Building Maintenance
Utilities
Electric - Town Hall
Electric - Museum
Electric - Archive
Electric - Cemetery
Telephone - Town Hall
Internet
Operating Supplies
Office Supplies
Postage
Elevator Service
Janitorial Supplies
Pest & Termite Control
Contracted Services
Professional Services
IT
Auditor
Engineering / Surveying
Janitorial
Dues and Publications
Promotional
Capital Outlay
General Govt Operations

Budget
2022

Balance

$13,200
$1,550
$0
$664
$1,093

$6,205
$6,100
$800
$2,600
$1,200

-$6,995
$4,550
$800
$1,936
$107

$3,996
$272
$350
$99
$1,323
$459
$90
$1,172
$125
$950
$131
$648
$1,420

$6,000
$600
$420
$204
$4,395
$770
$600
$600
$600
$3,624
$1,200
$1,100
$2,200

$2,004
$328
$70
$105
$3,072
$311
$510
-$572
$475
$2,674
$1,069
$452
$780

$4,489
$0
$2,925
$2,500
$746
$553
$0

$3,600
$5,000
$0
$5,950
$1,020
$200
$2,795

-$889
$5,000
-$2,925
$3,450
$274
-$353
$2,795

$57,783

$19,028

$38,755
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual
Legal
Contractual- City Attorney
Advertisement - Ordinances
Total Legal
Land Development Planning
Contractual - Planning Services
Advertisement
Total and Development Planning
Elections
Expenses
Advertising
Postage
Total Elections
Total General Government
Public Works
Personnel Services
Salaries
Health Insurance
Overtime
Part-Time
FICA
Medicare
Retirement
Total Salaries and Benefits

Budget
2022

Balance

$14,000
$1,188

$24,000
$1,500

$10,000
$312

$15,188

$25,500

$10,312

$3,500
$2,025

$7,000
$1,500

$3,500
-$525

$5,525

$8,500

$2,975

$2,910
$0
$0

$925
$250
$150

-$1,985
$250
$150

$2,910

$1,325

-$1,585

$208,594

$82,578

$27,602
$7,870
$651
$1,206
$1,711
$400
$0

$55,000
$6,840
$1,200
$0
$3,484
$815
$0

$27,398
-$1,030
$549
-$1,206
$1,773
$415
$0

$39,441

$67,339

$27,899

$126,016
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual
Operating expenses
Street Lights
Insurance - Auto
Insurance - Liability
Insurance - Property
Workmans Comp
School Signal Maintenance
Repairs and Maint- Equip
Operating Supplies
Professional Development
Vehicle Repair
Vehicle Service
Fuel
Street Maintenance
Tree Removal
Contract Services
Capital Outlay
Total Operating Supplies
Total Public Works

Budget
2022

Balance

$4,897
$250
$0
$0
$2,515
$0
$373
$1,086
$0
$236
$111
$2,846
$1,910
$750
$0
$0

$16,020
$200
$420
$520
$1,250
$600
$1,500
$600
$500
$2,000
$600
$3,400
$600
$5,000
$7,500
$0

$11,123
-$50
$420
$520
-$1,265
$600
$1,127
-$486
$500
$1,764
$489
$554
-$1,310
$4,250
$7,500
$0

$14,974

$42,732

$25,736

$54,415

$110,071

$53,635

Public Safety
Fire Safety Fund Contribution

$0

$78,893

$78,893

Total Public Safety

$0

$78,893

$78,893
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual
Parks
Operating expenses
Utilities - parks
Insurance - Property
Insurance - Liability
Maintenance & Repairs
Operating Supplies
Tree City
Special Events - Independence Day
Special Event - Light up Micanopy
Special Event -Halloween
Special Event - Other Events
Capital Outlay
Totlal Parks

Total Expenditures

Budget
2022

Balance

$2,068
$0
$0
$425
$37
$225
$0
$1,339
$330
$3,752
$5,205

$3,000
$0
$0
$1,500
$1,000
$1,000
$6,000
$1,500
$200
$500
$157,000

$932
$0
$0
$1,075
$963
$775
$6,000
$161
-$130
-$3,252
$151,795

$13,381

$171,700

$158,319

$257,449

$570,333

$312,884
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Town of Micanopy, Florida
Fire Safety Fund
For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Revenues
Alachua County Fire Contract
General Fund Contribution
Total Revenues
Expenditures
Salaries
FICA
Medicare
Worker Compensation
Total Personal Services
Operating Expenses
Insurance - Liability
Insurance - Property
Insurance - Vehicle
General Maintenance
Equipment Maintenance
Building Maintenance
Operating Supplies
Medical Supplies
Office Supplies
Janitorial Supplies
Fuel
Vehicle Service
Vehicle Repair
Vehicle Equipment
Promotional
Pest & Termite Control
Uniforms
Protection Equipment
Equipment
Training
Medical Waste Service
Utilities - Electric

$174,912
$0

$229,925
$78,893

$55,013
$78,893

$308,818

$133,906

$116,529
$7,225
$1,690
$0
$125,443

$202,910
$12,580
$2,942
$5,340
$223,773

$86,381
$5,356
$1,253
$5,340
$98,329

$1,100
$1,643
$1,132
$0
$3,554
$352
$1,365
$0
$731
$144
$5,110
$799
$7,198
$0
$0
$237
$1,405
$1,060
$4,896
$1,700
$203
$1,300

$1,600
$1,000
$2,260
$300
$8,775
$1,200
$1,800
$2,400
$1,200
$1,200
$3,400
$12,000
$18,000
$0
$0
$550
$1,800
$14,400
$3,000
$2,000
$800
$3,200

$500
-$643
$1,128
$300
$5,221
$848
$435
$2,400
$469
$1,056
-$1,710
$11,201
$10,802
$0
$0
$313
$395
$13,340
-$1,896
$300
$597
$1,900

$174,912
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Expenditures
Utilities - Telephone
Utilities - Mobile Phone
Utilities - Internet
Capital Outlay
Total Operations
Total Expenditures

$1,559
$493
$449
$15,172
$51,602
$177,045

$2,160
$1,100
$900
$0
$87,067

$601
$607
$451
$0
$48,615

$310,840

$146,944

Town of Micanopy, Florida
Solid Waste Fund
For period ending April 30, 2021
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Revenues
Charges
Solid Waste Charges

$66,045.00

$112,511

$46,466

Total Charges

$66,045.00

$112,511

$46,466

Total Revenues

$66,045.00

$112,511

$46,466

Expenditures
Contractual Services - Residential
Contractual Services - Commercial
Operating Supplies

$34,062
$19,588
$0

$63,775
$44,948
$150

$29,713
$25,360
$150

Total Expenditures

$53,650

$108,873

$55,223

Net Revenue Over Expenses

$12,395

$3,638

-$8,757
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Town of Micanopy, Florida
Water Fund
For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual
Revenues
Operating Income
Charges
Water Use
Service Charge
Utility Tax
Total Charges
Grants
Total Grants
Total Revenues

Expenditures
Personal Services
Salaries - Operation
Overtime
Health Insurance
FICA
Medicare
Retirement
Workers Comp
Total Personal Services
Operating Expenses
Contractual Services
Water Operator
Audit
Annual Service Contract
Backflow Prevention
Billing Software
Professional Development
Postage
Utilities - Electricity
Utilities - Communication Line

Budget
2022

Balance

$79,989
$1,663
$7,414
$89,066

$145,800
$3,000
$13,200
$162,000

$65,811
$1,337
$5,786
$72,934

$206,880
$206,880

$250,000
$250,000

$43,120
$43,120

$412,000

$116,054

$295,946

$19,106
$0
$2,780
$1,185
$277
$0
$650
$23,998

$1,276
$0
$11,057
$0
$1,400
$0
$1,230
$1,386
$1,281

$64,000
$2,000
$6,840
$4,092
$957
$0
$650
$78,539

$44,894
$2,000
$4,060
$2,907
$680
$0
$0
$54,541

$8,000
$5,000
$10,825
$2,625
$1,300
$2,000
$1,800
$3,800
$2,820

$0
$6,724
$5,000
-$232
$2,625
-$100
$2,000
$570
$2,414
$1,539
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Town of Micanopy, Florida

For period ending April 30, 2022
Actual

Budget
2022

Balance

Insurance
Liability
Property
Maintenance
Building
Equipment
General
Water Testing
Operating Supplies
Office Supplies
Chemicals
Dues
Total Operating Expense

$103
$2,690

$240
$2,700

$137
$10

$83
$170
$82
$1,767
$650
$1,419
$2,249
$0
$26,843

$600
$3,000
$300
$2,000
$2,590
$1,200
$4,145
$250
$55,195

$517
$2,830
$218
$233
$1,940
-$219
$1,896
$250
$28,352

Total Water Fund Expenses

$53,686

$110,390

$56,704

Other
Capital Items
Transfer to General Fund
Total Other Expenses

$54,799
$0
$54,799

$250,000
$13,200
$263,200

$195,201
$13,200
$208,401

Total Water Fund Expenses

$109,598

$373,590

$416,802

Net income/ (loss)

$186,348

$38,410

-$300,748
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May 10, 2022

RE: Land Acquisition

Mayor Mance and Town Commission,
Last month a letter was sent to Alachua County Manager, Michele Lieberman, expressing our desire to use the
$85,000 matching funds for the earmarked 2016 Wild Spaces Public Places. The partnership agreement for
these funds will be placed before the Alachua County Board of County Commissioners at their next meeting for
approval. The response letter sent to the County is attached.

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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April 29, 2022
Michele Lieberman, County Manager
12 SE 1st Street
Gainesville, Florida 32601
RE: Partnership Opportunity
Michele,
At the town’s regular commission meeting on April 12th, the Town Commission moved to allocate $85,000 in matching
funds for the earmarked 2016 Wild Spaces Public Places, to assist the County in the purchase of land contiguous to the
Town of Micanopy. The town recognizes and appreciates the effort of the Alachua County Board of County
Commissioners and staff to protect the land adjacent to the Micanopy Native American Heritage Preserve.
The town is glad to accept the property and initiate annexation, once finalized. It will most likely be integrated into the
Micanopy Native American Heritage Preserve, included in the preserve’s maintenance plan, and be placed in the Town’s
Wild Spaces Public Places Capital Improvement Plan. This area, rich in Native American significance, will make an ideal
public space to provide historical education while enjoying natural, North Florida.
Please accept this letter as initiation to enter into a partnership agreement for the 2016 WSPP matching funds. And please
include any deed restrictions that will accompany the property to be annexed and maintained. I look forward to your
response.
Sincerely,

Sara S. Owen
Sara S. Owen, ICMA-CM
Town Administrator

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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May 10, 2022

RE: Toxic Round-Up Summary

Mayor Mance and Town Commission,
Attached are the results from the Toxic Round-Up that took place last month. Over three tons of hazardous
waste was properly disposed of, and 100 households participated in the event. Many thanks to the volunteers
and staff for a successful event. This item is informational only.

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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May 10, 2022

RE: Update on Jail Restoration

Mayor Mance and Town Commission,
After recent discussions around restoration and safety of the old jail, the Town’s engineering firm, George F.
Young, was contacted for their assistance in evaluating the structural integrity and restoration of the building. A
staff member is looking in to how they can best serve us, and a task order will be presented to move forward
with their services, if approved.

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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May 10, 2022

RE: Discussion of Opting into Alachua County’s Domestic Violence Protection Ordinance

Mayor Mance and Town Commission,
Attached is a proposed ordinance by Alachua County for protection of domestic violence victims. The proposed
new Code provision authorizes survivors of domestic/dating/sexual violence to request their residential locks to
be changed, and if the landlord fails to respond, the survivor can change the locks themselves. If the landlord
changes the lock, the landlord can charge the tenant the actual costs associated with the change. This will apply
only in unincorporated Alachua County, unless municipalities would like to “opt in”. This item is for discussion
only.

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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ALACHUA COUNTY
BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS

ORDINANCE NO. 2022AN ORDINANCE OF THE BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS
OF ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA PERTAINING TO
PROTECTIONS FOR VICTIMS OF DOMESTIC AND INTIMATE
PARTNER VIOLENCE; AMENDING TITLE 7 OF THE ALACHUA
COUNTY CODE TO ADD CHAPTER 85 ENTITLED ‘DOMESTIC
VIOLENCE PROTECTIONS’; PROVIDING FOR DEFINITIONS;
PROVIDING FOR TENANTS UNDER CREDIBLE THREAT OF
VIOLENCE TO CHANGE THE LOCKS TO THEIR RESIDENTIAL
DWELLING UNIT WITH NOTICE TO THE OWNER; PROVIDING
FOR ENFORCEMENT; PROVIDING FOR REPEAL OF LAWS IN
CONFLICT; PROVIDING FOR MODIFICATION; PROVIDING FOR
SEVERABILITY; PROVIDING FOR INCLUSION IN THE CODE OF
LAWS
AND
ORDINANCES
AND
CORRECTION
OF
SCRIVENER’S ERRORS; AND PROVIDING FOR AN EFFECTIVE
DATE.
WHEREAS, domestic violence rates locally since the beginning of the COVID-19
pandemic have increased; and
WHEREAS, the Board of County Commissioners of Alachua County, Florida (the

25

“Board”) has an interest in reducing domestic, dating, sexual violence and stalking in the

26

Alachua County community; and

27
28
29
30

WHEREAS, the Board desires to establish a mechanism to enable victims and their
families to achieve safety and minimize injury from violence; and

31

to establish Chapter 85 of the Code of Ordinance “Domestic Violence Protections.”

32
33
34

WHEREAS, the Board now amends Title 7 of the Alachua County Code of Ordinances

NOW, THEREFORE, BE IT DULY ORDAINED BY THE BOARD OF COUNTY
COMMISSIONERS OF ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA, AS FOLLOWS:
SECTION 1. Amendment. Title 7 of the Alachua County Code of Ordinances, entitled

35

“Health and Safety” is hereby amended to add Chapter 85 to be entitled “Domestic Violence

36

Protections,” new Section 85.01-85.05, state as follows:
AS #1148 – DRAFT (04-26-22)
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Chapter 85 DOMESTIC VIOLENCE PROTECTIONS

Section 85.01. Intent.
It is the intent of this chapter to protect tenants and their minor children who are victims of actual
or threatened domestic violence, dating violence, sexual violence, or stalking and to facilitate
changing the locks on their residential rental dwelling units for protection.
Section 85.02. Applicability and Jurisdiction.
The provisions of this chapter shall apply to all persons in the unincorporated areas of Alachua
County.
Section 85.03. Definitions.
The definitions as defined in Chapter 111 of the Alachua County Code, the “Human Rights
Ordinance” shall be used in this chapter.
The following words, terms, and phrases, when used in this chapter, shall have the meanings
ascribed to them in this chapter, except where the context clearly indicates a different meaning:
Tenant means any person entitled to occupy a residential dwelling unit under a written or oral
rental agreement, excluding “Public lodging establishment” as defined in Florida Statute Section
509.013 or any unit used as a short-term vacation unit.
Section 85.04. Changing of Locks.
A. Rental Agreement.
1. Upon written notice from all Tenants, the Tenants may request that an owner change
the locks of a dwelling unit in which they live if one or more of the Tenants reasonably
believes that they or another individual domiciled at the residence are under a credible
threat to be a Victim of Domestic Violence, Victim of Dating Violence, or Victim of
Stalking at the premises.
2. If the threat of violence is from a person who is not a Tenant, notice to the owner
requesting a change of locks shall be accompanied by one of the following:
a. A copy of a valid Order for Injunction for Protection Against Domestic, Dating, or
Sexual Violence; or Stalking issued by a court in favor of any person domiciled at
the residence;
b. A copy of a federal agency, state, or local police, court, or medical report regarding
an act of Domestic, Dating, or Sexual Violence; or Stalking against any person
domiciled at the residence;
c. A copy of a conviction of any person for an act of Domestic, Dating, or Sexual
Violence; or Stalking against any person domiciled at the residence;
d. A statement from a law enforcement officer that a person domiciled at the residence
has reported an act of Domestic, Dating, or Sexual Violence; or Stalking
e. A statement by a licensed health professional or victim advocate from certified
domestic violence center or certified rape crisis center stating any person domiciled Page 138
at the residence has reported
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an act of Domestic, Dating, or Sexual Violence; or Stalking; or
f. Any other equivalent written document evidencing a credible threat of violence.
3. If the threat of violence is from a person who is a Tenant, notice to the owner requesting
a change of locks shall be accompanied by a Final Order for Injunction for Protection
Against Domestic, Dating, or Sexual Violence, or Stalking, or a criminal no-contact
order granting the Tenant exclusive possession of the premises. A Tenant requesting a
change of locks shall not be required to obtain written notice from the person posing a
threat who is also a Tenant, provided that the notice to the owner is accompanied by a
Final Order of Injunction for Protection Against Domestic, Dating, or Sexual Violence
or Stalking, or a criminal no-contact order granting the Tenant exclusive possession of
the premises.
B. Once a written request to change the locks has been made, an owner must change the locks
or permit the Tenants to change them within 48 hours of the request. Otherwise, the
Tenants can change the locks without the owner’s permission with locks of equal or
greater value.
C. An owner may charge reasonable actual costs associated with the lock change if the owner
completes the change.
D. Whichever party changed the locks should make a good faith effort to deliver the new
keys within 48 hours. If either the owner or the tenant fails to make a good faith effort to
deliver the keys within 48 hours that person is liable to the other for any damages for any
harms caused by lack of access.
Section 85.05. Enforcement.
Persons cited for violations of this chapter may be subject to the penalties as
provided in section10.08 of the Alachua County Code, or any other remedy available at law or
equity.
SECTION 2. Repealing Clause. All ordinances or portions thereof in conflict herewith
are, to the extent of such conflict, hereby repealed.
SECTION 3. Modification. It is the intent of the Board of County Commissioners that

33

the provisions of this ordinance may be modified as a result of considerations that may arise

34

during public hearings. Such modifications shall be incorporated into the final version of the

35

ordinance adopted by the Board and filed by the Clerk to the Board.

36

SECTION 4. Severability. If any word, phrase, clause, paragraph, section or provision

37

of this ordinance or the application hereof to any person or circumstance is held invalid or

38

unconstitutional, such finding shall not affect the other provisions or applications of the
Page 139
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1

ordinance which can be given effect without the invalid or unconstitutional provisions or

2

application, and to this end the provisions of this ordinance are declared severable.

3

SECTION 5. Inclusion in the Code. It is the intent of the Board of County

4

Commissioners of Alachua County, Florida, and it is hereby provided that the provisions of this

5

ordinance shall become and be made a part of the Code of Ordinances of Alachua County,

6

Florida; that the section of this ordinance may be renumbered or re-lettered to accomplish such

7

intent and that the word “ordinance” may be changed to “section”, “article”, or other appropriate

8

designation.

9

SECTION 6. Effective Date. A certified copy of this ordinance shall be filed with the

10

Department of State by the Clerk of the Board within ten (10) days after enactment by the

11

Board and shall take effect upon filing with the Department of State.

12
13
14
15
16
17
18
19
20
21
22
23

24
25
26

DULY ADOPTED in regular session, this

day of

, 2022.

BOARD OF COUNTY COMMISSIONERS OF
ALACHUA COUNTY, FLORIDA
ATTEST:

J.K. “Jess” Irby, Esq.
Clerk

(SEAL)

BY:

Marihelen Wheeler, Chair
Board of County Commissioners

APPROVED AS TO FORM

County Attorney
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May 10, 2022

RE: Thrasher Warehouse Board Appointment

Mayor Mance and Town Commission,
Per the agreement with the Thrasher Warehouse Board, a Town Commissioner serves as a liaison on their
Board. Previous Town Commissioner, Tim Parker, filled this role during his term. The Town Commission
should consider appointing another commissioner to their Board to fill the vacancy.

706 NE Cholokka Blvd.
PO Box 137, Micanopy, FL 32667-0137
(352) 466-3121 Town Hall
(352) 466-4912 Fax
townhall@micanopytown.com
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